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are extremely capable of being disorientative to myself
or others and/or if they are suitable in repressing true
memories, I believe them to be false and implanted by
the SCNS.
If the memories refer to concrete, vivid and clear
courses of action necessary to make mind control work,
then I accept them as true.
If, weighing these things, I remember mind-control
processes considered as true before I read or heard
about things of that type, I assess the truth of these
memories as subjectively verified.
False memories can be implanted on top of extraordinarily severe traumas. Embedded in our minds there
is a very archaic structure responsible for self-preservation and it functions beyond rational control. Everything connected with questions of self-preservation
will be checked out by this highly emotional, primitive
mental system. Because memories control behavior
and behavior can lead to dangerous situations, the selfpreservation system also controls our memory system.
Whether or not a traumatic event will be forgotten or
remembered depends on how well this system evaluates
its significance regarding self-preservation.
Here are some examples:
If someone has been bitten by a dog he will not
forget this event so easily because the system of selfpreservation believes that remembering this will assist
him to avoid a like situation in the future.
Now, however, imagine that a little girl was sexually molested by her father and then she tells this to her
mother and mother says: “Good girls forget this sort of
thing and bad girls will be abducted by the...” The
reader can insert entities of any sort which might be
feared. In Germany, for example, it is the “Schwarze
Mann” (black man).
If this happens the little girl will forget the event in
most cases because the system of self-preservation
“believes” that remembering will lead to talking-about
and talking-about will be associated with danger to life.
The perpetrators of these projects know all about
this mental mechanism. ]f it is desired to implant a
false memory they use the false memory to repress a
dangerous memory. This is a memory in which, of
course, it is perceived by the primitive self-preservation system as being dangerous. A language has been
developed which coerces the victim to trigger the retrieval of a false memory whenever a true memory, the
perpetrators don’t want remembered, is ascending into
the consciousness. The subconscious believes the false
memory is a means of saving the life of its owner. This
is the real “false-memory syndrome”. A girl, for example, who was sexually abused by her father and who
is remembering
a nice childhood, is suffering
from this very real false-memory syndrome.
As is in my case, however, sometimes the victims
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so more quickly. I am asked why I go through all these
horrors of mind control again by writing about it? I
can only say that I made a decision to fight against
these methods of manipulation because the most precious value of mankind is at stake:
thought.
Freedom of thought and choice is the root of curiosity which is the fertile soil of creativity, joy of
discovery, progress and even love. Although I have
heard about mind-control projects concerning the whole
of society, I would rather argue that at the moment only
a small number of people are totally affected in these
organized programs and projects. Nonetheless, even
mind-control projects on a minor scale are dangerous
enough. I hope that the responsible politicians who
have been lulled by mind-control scientists with the
seductive melody of “fate control” of people will sooner
or later recognize the true motives of these psychiatrists and psychologists involved in these deeply covert
projects. Deep in their hearts of stone they KNOW that
for the rulers of our world mind control cannot pay off
because it destroys the only productive capital they
have: the inventive human mind.
These scientists are obviously consciously aware
of the fact that in a legal frame of reference no authority would allow them to experiment with people in the
way they are permitted to utilize in clandestine operations. Aboveallthings,mindcontrolisatragedyofscience.
If God exists, He would probably accept mankind’s
doing almost everything-wars,
destruction of nature,
torture-because
He vested His creatures with the gift
of free will. But I’m not of the opinion that God-let
us assume His existence-gives
mankind the permission to compete with Him in His own business: the
creation of souls.
I am not a “believer”; I’m a skeptic. Sometimes I
define myself as an atheist. But some of my experiences during the process of mind-control manipulation, and later on, made me inclined to believe that
some kind of supernatural force tries to stop mind
control in order to save the planet, because mindcontrolled human robots are a new species that will
destroy the ecological balance on Earth-if
they become too numerous. Mind control is probably much
more dangerous than nuclear or chemical weapons.
nothing
except in the hands of operators.]
These are, however, philosophical questions and
are beyond the scope of this report. This is not a
general theory of mind control and is not an autobiography. My aim is to convince the reader that mind
control, that the production of human robots, is not
science fiction, because the methods necessary to bring
about mind control are avail ble and are being utilized
against all the masses in various measures and means
of accomplishment.
The question, therefore, is whether or not these
methods are actually employed. Before answering this
question I ask the reader to consider whether or nothis
State (government) is unscrupulous enough to employ

such tactics and do so in utmost secrecy? Do any signs
exist that the State is ready to violate the laws in the
name of some sort of national security?
a
0
and
1947.1 And vice versa, do any
signs exist that the democratic powers are strong
enough to exclude governmental mind control?
When I was mind controlled in a desert camp in
1974, a visitor from Germany came to me in order to
give me the opportunity to talk for the
with
a fellow countryman-shortly
before my execution
would take place (which of course was a mock execution). It was a good looking young man around the age
of 30. Afterwards he made an astonishing political
career for himself. Whenever I switch on my TV to
watch the news it is probable that I will see his face.
Whenever I see his face I am reminded of who really
rules my country.
The events I’m going to describe happened probably between the early 50s and the early 80s. My story
is exclusively based on my own memories. Considering this, these are the three kinds of memory categories:

(Satanic Cult of National Security).
It is not easy to tell apart these three groupings of
memory recall. In my efforts to do so, however, I obey
the following rules:
If the memories refer to absolutely necessary elements of the mind-control process, I treat them as true
memories or false hypno-programmed
memorieselse I view them as self-deception.
If the memories are composed of elements which
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Ninety percent of my memories concerning the
mind-control “treatment” to which I was subjected had
been released by my subconscious before I read about it.
I became fully aware of the fact that I have been the
victim of mind-control machinations back in December
of 1994, during my Christmas vacation, following a
period of severe private and occupational stress. Since
1976 I have been tormented by fragmented bits of
memory flashes and agonized over uncertainty as to
whether I suffered from a kind of paranoia which was
never described in any textbooks of psychiatry, or if my
memories are but scattered splinters of a true story.
There was no one to which I could converse about these
things.
It was until December of 1994 that I was missing
the key elements necessary to construct a frame of
reference in which the fragments I have remembered
thus far began to make sense. In 1992 I found, purely
by chance, a clue urgently needed to reveal the story in
whole, in a book written by Paul Masson which was
against Psychotherapy.
He cited a text with a very
strange title:
John Marks’ pioneering work included a dialectical leap in my struggle to excavate the secrets buried
within my subconscious mind.
If we don’t want to assume a supernatural force
motivating me to stand this exhausting and apparently
hopeless struggle, I have only one explanation at hand
that has something to do with Nietzsche’s notion of
memory of pain. Pain leaves traces in the oldest parts
of the human mind where they are transformed in
regulating units of some very archaic programs of selfpreservation. There is no possibility of extincting these
programs. Although the memory of the painful events
can be repressed or even dissociated, these archaic
programs are still active night and day on a subconscious level-breaking
through symbolic layers in the
conscious mind which urges a man interested in psychology, like me, to interpret them. Traumatic pain
can motivate to dissociate and forget the traumatic
experience. However, this motivation is never actually
perfected and this is one of the reasons why traumabased mind control has to be continually refreshed.
John Marks’ book was an effective “memory expanding
drug”; nevertheless, it wasn’t capable of supplying me
with Ariadne’s thread for helping me to find my way
through the mental labyrinth elaborately laid out by the
mind-controllers inorder to hamper my running around,
crying out the truth about some born ass-holes on the
payroll of some intelligence agency of a democratic
State under the rule of law having raped my mind,
breaking human rights and acting like KZ-doctors.

painful. They probably took place when I was four
years of age. Some electrodes were fastened onto my
hands and I received shocks for wrong answers in
discriminating tasks. He would show me cards with
pictures and sometimes after having learned the “correct” answer, “right” and “wrong” were changed about
and I would receive shocks for answers which priorly
resulted in no shock.
I can’t verify this memory. I assign to them only a
subjective probability of 0.7. If this really happened,
however, there is every reason to believe that they
started to mind control me in early infancy. These
examinations went on continuously until I was adopted
by a German couple when I was nearly five years of age.
Now I recognize that their motives for adoption weren’t
honorable in any way. Both persons were simpleminded Nazis and secretly remained Nazis until the
end of their lives. My step-father was involved in the
execution of Jews during the war. After the war he
feared he would be taken to court because of his evil
deeds, and, being really simple-minded, my step-parents thought that if they would adopt an offspring of the
“victors” this might be assessed by the judges as
“mildernde umstaende” (mitigating circumstances). It
was a waste of effort, however. My step-father was
never charged with anything.
My step-parents and
especially my step-mother were extremely sadistic. My
childhood was an endless chain of physical ill-treatments and sexual abuses. The consequence of this was
a tendency to develop a Multiple Personality Disorder
(MPD) and therefore I was well-prepared for the purposes of the mind controllers.

When I was sixteen years of age my step-parents
allowed me to hitch-hike with a school friend through
Germany,
during my holidays.
One time in
Aschaffenburg (Bavaria) a military car stopped in front
of us and told us that something had happened to my
parents and told us to enter their vehicle because they
wanted to take me to their barracks. The soldiers wore
the uniforms of the U.S. Army and spoke American
English. I was so confused that I obeyed them without
thinking and my friend accompanied us. They involved
me in a friendly conversation about things in general
and specifically focused on the Vietnam War. They
convinced me into believing that the Vietnam War was
unjust. It may well seem to be a silly conversation but
nonetheless is remarkable for the circumstances.
After arriving at the barracks my friend was told to
wait for me in a waiting room while I was brought to an
“interrogation*’ room. The atmosphere changed immediately. They began to accuse me of being an American
soldier who had deserted. As a countermove to this
accusation I blamed them of brainwashing Vietcong
and their own soldiers in the Vietnam War. Only God
THE
FIRST
YEARS
knows how I could know this. What happened next I
have totally forgotten. What I have written down about
So far as I know, my father was a Canadian soldier the Aschaffenburg incident came into my mind somewho was stationed in Werl, West Germany after World time in December of 1994. Until then I had not the
War II. When I was 20 years of age I met a woman who slightest memory of this incident. But as with every
claimed to be my biological mother. From her I heard, possible incident of mind control before 1972, this may
for the first time, that my parents, whom I thought to be well be pure imagination and therefore has been asmy progenitors, were
my step-parents.
She signed a subjective probability of 0.7.
told me that my father was a native Canadian from one
of the Six Nations of the Iroquois. I presumed mother
PSYCHIC
POWERS
asserted that he
a Seneca. When I look in a mirror
From now on every element of my story has someI don’t regard as true that I am an “Indian”. Whenever
I visit Italy the people there think me to be Italian and thing to do with psychic abilities. To avoid misconcepmore especially, Sicilian.
tions I have to make it clear that I do not believe I have
Only weeks following my birth in 195 1 my biologi- this faculty. But my story doesn’t make sense without
cal mother placed
in an orphanage in Luenen, West assuming that the mind controllers either believed me
Germany, where she lived. Werl is not far away from to be clairvoyant or they used this as a hypno-proLuenen. I have only one memory of my time in this grammed cover story to make sure that I would make a
facility and I am not now sure whether it is only an laughing stock of myself in the case of the incidence of
imagination or is an actual reality. It has something to my remembering the mind-control facts and then bubdo with a “doctor” whom I feared more than the devil bling out that I was a psychic spy of the CIA, the
or
=
himself.
His frequent examinations were extremely
Mossad
the

Bundesnachrichtendienst/VS
= Verfassungsschutz:
German intelligence agencies). A further benefit of
such kind of cover story would be to make responsible
politicians believe that they had to torture and mind
control me further, in the name of national security.
However, if I would have had psychic faculties I would
win in the lottery every week and then I would be so rich
as to chase them to hell with the best lawyers, where
they belong. By the way, most of the phenomena I have
experienced, which seems to be paranormal at first
glance, could be explained by going beyond the surface
obvious, without parapsychological assumptions. And
of course I have predicted hundreds of events or developments that have never come true. Probably, however,
the controllers spent too much money in psychic research to be all too skeptical.
In my eyes I find the following explanation to be the
most appropriate: Psychopaths tend to paranoic and
magical lines of thought. Psychopaths feel attracted by
Psychopaths in secret services are
secret services.
trying to convince responsible politicians that their
paranoia and their magical thinking are a reflection of
pure reality. In the 70s Western secret services persuaded politicians to give them much money for psychic research. Their argument was that the Soviets did
the same and that they would be much more successful
using psychic powers for military purposes than in the
free world. The Western “psychic warriors” had a very
good time spending all these great sums of money. But
after a while the politicians were asking them for
results and proofs of their research and findings. Nothing is easier, readers, than to realize that the secret
service psychopaths programmed some victims such as
myself to play the clairvoyants and that is all there is to
the tale.
and

I do concede that independently of any secret service machinations, I was involved in phenomena several times which does suggest the psi-hypothesis as the
most
explanation. However, this phenomena can’t be interpreted as the results of my personal
psychic abilities. If there is need for explanation as to
being psychic then I was only a “passive medium” in a
psychic field.
In 1970 I was invited to a party that took place in
the house of a friend of a friend and one whom I did not
know prior to this incident, The host’s parents were
absent but the elder brother was present. After a while
I found myself involved in a conversation with the host
and only the devil knows why I asked him whether or
not his father was a General. He denied this, laughingly, and claimed that his father was a businessman.
I then committed one of probably the worst mistakes of
my life as I commented, “I thought that your father was
a spy!” I thought this to be a silly joke but in the corner
of my eye I saw the elder brother turning very pale.
Although I remember the name of these people I hope
you will understand my reasons for not unmasking
them here and now. By the way, if memory doesn’t
deceive me, the elder brother is now one of the leading
political television journalists in Germany.
SOZIALISTISCHES

In 197 1 I became severely addicted to drugs. I took
far too much LSD. After being informed by a woman
who claimed to be my mother that I was an adopted
child, the floodgates of my subconscious opened and I
became aware of my history of being misused and
mistreated. I confronted and accused my step-mother
of having me sexually abused and my step-father of
having executed Jews during the war in Russia. From
then on the cold war had a new battle-field: our living
room. At the latest in this time my step-father started
to cooperate with representatives of the SCNS. I had
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left school and I never stayed in any job for very long.
We had domestic quarrels day after day and only Hell
knows why I accused, in one of these quarrels, one of
the leading staff members of one of the leading German
politicians to be a Stasi spy (don’t ask me the names).
Some years later this same man was unmasked as a
Stasi spy. (Stasi is the abbreviation for “ministerium
fur Staatssicherheit”,
Department of National Security
of the former German Democratic Republic,)
This “insight” must not be explained by psychic
powers.
I came to this right conclusion through a
wrong assumption.
The spy had the same name as a
Swiss anarchist leader of the 19th century. And so I
thought the Stasi were joking, being sure that the
capitalists were ignorant of the history of the labour
movement. I was a very young and naive man back in
those days. Later I learned that the Stasi, as in any
other Satanic Cult of National Security, had absolutely
no sense of humor and that it was the real name of this
spy; a French Huguenot name.
Later I became acquainted with a young man who
invited me to his apartment where we were going to
smoke hashish together.
He smuggled a trance drug
into a glass of coke which I then sipped while smoking.
When I had reached a deep hypnotic state two other
men came out of another room where they had hidden
themselves.
They tortured me with a stun gun and
programmed me to perform a task for them. I had no
idea how serious these “leisure drugs” could be if used
in such manners.
In 1971 it was the time where the number of
absolutely clueless ar,:i-drug-warriors
were legion. I
attended an event organized by one of the “warriors”
which should inform people about the dangers of drug
use. This information was not only FALSE, it was
totally ridiculous. As a young “acid-head” with anarchistic ideas I made a flaming plea for controlled LSD
use to heal mankind. Without;knowing much of anything about them I declared myself to hold the ideas of
the “Sozialistisches Patienten-Kollektiv”
(SPK). I really had nothing to do, with them as I had only, at most,
read a short statement from them which I found somewhat of interest. Years later I learned that this group
of mentally-ill people were terrorists who joined the
Red Army Faction (RAF) after the suppression of the
SPK. What I did not know was that the SCNS was
keeping a close eye on me. What is worse is that this
was Part No. One of the tasks I had been programmed
for participation weeks prior.
[END QUOTING OF PAR+ 21
I
I would like to close this writing at this point and
finish this story ir t:ie next writing as it is too lengthy
to cover in this one sitting.
What I ask that you keep in mind, readers, is the
relative connection between the “hippies” and “flower
children” of your past era of 60s and 70s and remember
their abuse and misuse of themselves and drugs alone
with a rebellious way of life-style. THAT WAS ALL i
PART OF THE OVERALL PLAN AND A LOT OF
CHILDREN (AND ADULTS) WERE LOST TO “NORMAL” LIVING PRINCIPLES OF A MORAL SOCIETY. THESE ARE THEN THE GENERATION OF
PARENTS WHO HAVE NO IDEA HOW OR WHAT

BY
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TO TEACH THEIR OWN CHILDREN. It has now
come around the circle to destroy you citizens and your
society-your
civilization, in FACT. When immorality
is TAUGHT and lies are flooded over your societies,
you haven’t any way to focus on, and salvage, SOUL
essence. As long as there is a God-spark within Soul,
there is hope. Beyond that, there is none, for you are
left with nothing save a majority number of aimless,
soulless robot-zombies going through the functions
and animation of life but who are actually quite dead.
From this comes the statement and request to you: “Let
the dead bury the dead” for they know not that they are,
in fact, quite DEAD.
Thank you for your attention and good morning.
#1
Let us return to our current subject of “mind controll’ in its individual research form. The multitudes
are handled much more subtly but nonetheless, as
effectively.
[QUOTING, PART 3:]
PSYCHIATRY
At the end of 197 1 my desolate emotional condition
had reached a climax and I decided to go to a psychiatrist. My step-parents knew what I had decided to do.
At the day of the consultation my step-mother prepared
a cup of tea for me and urged me to drink it before
leaving. She had never done such things like this prior
to then. This was a situation I have now realized
happened often when in contact with the SCNS (Satanic Cult of National Security). Although I am aware
of the danger involved, I am unable to translate this
I “knew” that the tea was
awareness into action.
drugged but I drank it. I also knew how it was drugged
and still I drank it. I had to wait in the doctor’s waiting
room until they could be sure that the drug was doing
its job. Then I had to enter the consultation room where
I recognized that the doctor was not THE doctor I knew.
The psychiatrist I had expected was quite tall and thin,
this one was small and fat. But he was most certainly
a highly skilled SCNS-doctor who could coerce me into
a deep hypnotic trance so easily that I can’t even now
He
think about his black art without admiration.
employed classical mind-control methods without all
the electronic poppycock they use now. This appraisal
has convinced some readers that I’m still in contact
with the perpetrators.
I’m not! This statement is
simply “black” humor.
He claimed that I was a dangerous terrorist and a
member of the “Sozialistisches Patienten-Kollektiv”.
At first I denied this but then I proclaimed a revolutionary message from the leader of that very group. The
message stated that the Sozialistisches
PatientenKollektiv was going to produce zombies in order to
fight nsvchiatrv. This was Part Two of the task which
I had-been programmed to excel in some weeks prior.
So they had the “justification” needed to keep me
deeply mind-controlled.
The next scene I remember was finding myself
interned in a mental hospital in... (don’t expect me to
tell you the name of the German university to which
these hospitals belong). From now on the MC-Treatment was disguised as psychiatric
I won’t say
that psychiatric treatment wasn’t suitable, even necessary, for me at this time for it really was needed, I’m
sure, because of my mental status. However, I did not
need more mental confusion and more mind control.
The
started quite agreeably for first they employed soft methods. There was a nice, fatherly psychiatrist who succeeded in making me gain confidence
in him and I allowed him to find out more about myself
than I, myself, knew I knew.
After this diagnostic phase was finished they used
ESB, Cameron’sdepatterning
treatment with prolonged
sleep [deprivation] and psychic driving and Tien’s

electrolytic therapy. They showed me pictures ofterrorists and then an averse reaction was induced by ESP.
They coagulated parts of my nucleus amygdala in order
to produce obedience. They then performed experiments
to test my “psychic powers”. They came to the conclusion that these abilities were quite real. They gave me
a list with code names of politicians and business men
used by German terrorists and asked me to tell them
what these code names meant. In more than one case
this task was so ridiculously easy that I really wonder
why they needed this effort to make me do the job at all
as some of the “answers” were obvious.
One of these code names, for example, was “Margarine” (margarine).
I asked them to give me a list of
trade names of margarines being on the market. One of
the trade names was “SB”. This was an abbreviationfor
“Sonnenblume” (sunflower). But an intuition told me
that this might be the initials of a potential target of a
terrorist assassination.
And indeed there was a very
important man with those same initials. I informed my
controllers of my suspicion. Although they believed me
that this man was in danger, he was assassinated, in
fact, some years later.
They wanted me to work as an undercover agent
infiltrating German terrorist groups. I refused. Maybe
I succeeded in convincing them that I was not the right
man for the task. They didn’t try again. Instead they
used me from then on as their psychic milk cow. They
did use me to try to talk-around a young German
terrorist into accepting brainwashing and to work,
afterwards, as an undercover agent for them. I don’t
give you a name although he is now dead. The trials
concerning the unclear circumstances of his death lasted
for several years. The case remains clouded.
After these “treatments” I was taken to a facility
outside the world called psychiatry which was, I believe, near MunicWMuenchen where I was again subjetted to psychic “driving”, but now it was in combination with torture. They tortured my penis with electricity, though it was not so brutal as it would be some years
later in an interrogation camp located in a desert area.
One night I had to sleep in the same bed with a dead
body of a man so that I would learn what would happen
to me if I chose not to comply with their “treatments”
and orders. During this “treatment” my memory was
then erased using hypnotic orders, electroshocks and
drugs. My “psychic powers” were blocked by means of
trauma-based mind control. It was desired that I be
able to use these “talents” only when I would be under
direct control in personal contact with members of the
SCNS.

It seems that when I was once again at home it was
quite obvious that my personality had fundamentally
changed. I no longer presented as an “acid-head” with
confused anarchistic ideals and ideas. I was now a
properly adapted young man who had made a decision
to agaih return to school in order to make up my
university entrance qualification requirements.
Although I couldn’t remember the MC-Treatment my
subconscious mind was constantly trying to tell me the
truth of my status. I wrote a short story, imitating the
style of Burroughs, in which I described the MCprocedures in a surrealistic and symbolic form. Typitally, I chose to entitle it:
(Death Is A Fact Of Life). I didn’t understand
my own story in spite of title. However, in 1973 this
story was published in an underground magazine which
was edited by myself, the SCNS thought I had remembered all those forgotten things. (Two of the authors
whose information I published later became quite famous). It followed that “Social Workers” of the MCpsychiatry urged me to accept a follow-up session of
I refused and after that my adaptation
treatment.
vanished although my memory was not restored. This
very fact made me unable to realize in what danger I
was placed.
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I still today don’t remember or understand the
reason why I was placed in or became a member of the
German Communist Party in 1973. I was somehow
supposed to play the political clairvoyant for public
display. In school I found that I claimed, and knew,
that a secret NATO treaty existed that in which case in
an emergency the government of West Germany would
have to subordinate itself to the government of the
United States and that in case of a war against the
Soviet Union the Soviet tanks passing the border between West and East Germany would be destroyed with
use of atomic weapons. Of course this was a “front” and
the members of the German government and the Elite
would be flown out of Germany prior to the final
bombardment of all-out war. It was not enough to be
satisfied with these prophecies but I further prophesied
that Israel was developing atomic bombs-secretly.
The SCNS was delighted! However, I wasn’t able
to reflect on what I was doing. Of course the SCNS
didn’t like Communist prophets of my kind but I was
somehow driven by inner forces which were out of my
control.
I was probably programmed to act in these
manners.
The SCNS reacted to my inability to control my
own actions and made a decision to again try psychiatrically disguised MC-treatment.
They probably believed that if violence wouldn’t work then sex would
surely do the job. They then coerced me into “making
love” with a young woman while the sex centre in my
brain was stimulated electrically (ESB). It was simply
a case of rape! And it was not successful but God only
knows why I told the woman who had the sexual
intercourse with me, after it had been accomplished,
that I was going to write a book on mind control. She
went pale and said that they could hear every word and
that she only wanted to help me. She said they had
threatened killing me if they weren’t able to silence me
in this way. If my memory doesn’t deceive me now, this
woman became a professor of psychology.
By the way: Although I studied psychology I don’t
define myself as a psychologist.
Until I read a clear
statement of the German psychological Association,
against mind control and against the psychologists
among the perpetrators, this has not been acceptable to
me.
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INTO THE TRAP.
You must keep the LIGHT shining on these clandestine activities and reveal every disclosure as precious information and you will accomplish insight
which, once learned, cannot be “un”learned. Salu.

has meaning for I am informed that condemned men in
Israel have to wear red suits and this was an Israeli
execution. Before my own “execution” I also had to
observe REAL executions. When the day of my own
“execution” arrived I was taken somewhere and was
blindfolded
tied to a post. It was then that I was
#l
able to shout, shortly before the order to “fire”, that I
cried out that I would agree to undergo the process of
[QUOTING, PART 4:]
menticide-which
is a Greek term meaning murder of
the soul.
I was shown my verdict which was written in
NEAR-DEATH
CAMP
English. Otherwise the torture-master always talked to
This “treatment” happened in 1974. Following the me in perfect German; the torture servants didn’t speak
electronic sex events I was taken by force and brought to me at all. The judgment read that I had been
to an interrogation camp in a desert somewhere. There condemned to “personality change”. The torture-masI underwent a full human robotic programming. The ter explained to me that “personality change” doesn’t
aim was to program my brain to function as a computer. mean any modification of personality but a total reA secret “trial” was arranged and I was told that I placement of my present personality with an absolutely
was sentenced to death-for
spying (this was absolute different personality waiting to take over my bodynonsense, but remember the story with Israel’s atomic from me. When I doubted that this could be possible I
bomb episode).
They said they now had a suitable was told that it had been managed successfully “many
method for executing me, while leaving my body alive. times before”.
In the process unrestricted physical torture, elecThey said that I could decide whether I would like to be
physically killed or mentally killed. After this was troshocks, hypnosis and drugs with the aim to kill me,
explained to me, what the latter meant, I chose and physically, were used. This was to totally erase my
preferred physical execution. Mentally killing some- personality and replace it by a being that defines itself
body means nothing else other than producing an aban- subconsciously as a robot under full control of the
doned nervous system in which an artificial “personal- SCNS (Satanic Cult of National Security). This causes
“self’ and other people to believe that the remaining
ity” can be installed.
body is ‘(human”. The most dreadful thing of all was
this
that they gave me a drug inducing near-death experia
ences. When 1 was clinically dead a voice suggested to
these
me that he was God and that He had decided that I have
say.1
As a consequence of this decision a mock execution to now be born again as a slave. Then I was rewas arranged for me. I had to put on a red suit and this animated.
This would take place until, in the re-

[END QUOTING OF PART 31
I believe we can finish the reprint of Dr. Gresch in
one more session, Dharma, so let us not overdo the
length of this segment.
Do I believe that this man is a real mind-controlled
subject7 I am not writing this story and it is as with
Cathy O’Brien and others now coming forth with
memory-recall,
we need to accept their revelations
until proven otherwise.
We are not Judges, we are
acting as JOURNALISTS offering as much support
material from as diversified as possible, places and
people. I believe Mark Phillips is in contact with Dr.
Gresch and he would certainly have better input than
we as receivers of the information.
I believe that we
haven’t enough information regarding special operations or projects for this person, to gain the same
conclusions as we can with Cathy so let us not jump to
His outlay of the programming
ANY conclusions.
activities is certainly a duplicate of the mind-control
programs globally so, real or imposter, this man gives
much insight from a bit of a different perspective on the
subject in general. The FACT of mind control itself is,
by its nature, difficult to believe or grasp. In further
recognition of the difficulties presented with the finally
bringing forth truth and sharing memories-it
is most
difficult for the person involved to understand or believe-so we are patient while the memories unfold. It
is the methodology that the controllers wish you to
NOT know or accept, except in the cases where terror
is a desired response. Either way, THE MORE YOU
KNOW THELESS LIKELY YOU ARETO SUCCUMB
TO THE EFFORTS BEING PUT FORTH TO SUCK
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animated state, I was surely broken.
While influenced by drugs, hypnotism and torture
I had to confess my deepest secrets. They required me
to reveal my d_esires and my fears, my systems of belief,
my views of the world and my perceptions and definitions regarding myself. This knowledge was then used
for conditioning afterwards.
Through hypnotic suggestions they let me imagine situations which were
associated with maximal fear and then the states of
consciousness were related to behaviors and cognitions
the perpetrators didn’t want me to perform or about
which I could rationally think. Next there would be
implanted pleasurable evenis which were then connetted with actions and mental conditions preferred by
the perpetrators.
The near-death camp was a true reproduction of the
German concentration camps (KZs), secured with electrically charged fences and guards. When I tried to
commit suicideby bursting into the fences I was stopped
by a-young man who could outrun me. And then they
proudly presented to me the gas ovens in which they
burned dead bodies of victims they had tortured to
death.
The psychological rationale to adopt the German
K&Model became quite clear, as being tortured in a
KZ-type setting induces the most extreme kind of total
hopelessness.
‘.
to view videos that showed grotesque scenes
of mutilation and torture of both men and women who
would die in total agony. The torture-master said that
this would happen to me, too, if I would not comply.
I don’t know how long I was in this near-deathIt had to have been from six weeks to perhaps
over three months, for one is kept until reconstruction,
‘as desired, would be complete. I was so programmed
that I could excuse my absence to persons to whom I was
‘related and the cover stories were always perfect. I had
no close friends at the time and my “parents” were told
to,not speak about my absence.
In I’976 I started to study psychology and the SCNS
did not at all appreciate my choice of study courses. It
turns out that they were never able to control me totally
and certainly not as well as they preferred, Nevertheless’ they had managed to produce long-lasting amne“sia. They certainly did, however, program me successfully into leaving the Communist Party. This programming procedure was quite simple in that while I heard
in endless repetitions the statement “I am a Communist” from a tape, spoken by myself, I was also tortured
mercilessly.
And so I became an unwilling member of a secret
group of so-called psychics who were under mind control in order to prevent them from revealing information. It happens that even the questions are involved
with State secrets so it doesn’t matter whether the
answers of the “psychics” are the result of paranormal
perceptions or, as in my case, the fictions of tortured
people who play clairvoyants in order to escape torture.
In every case the activity of this group and the contents
of their sessions have to be kept as secrets. This is one
of the reasons why mind control is frequently used in
psychic mind wars and games.

VERHINDERN

WISSEN!”

In 1977 Hans-Martin Schleyer was abducted by
German terrorists. Hans-Martin Schleyer was the president of the German association
of employers
(Bundesverband der deutchen Arbeitgeberverbande).
First of all they persuaded a relative of mine to find
out whether or not I was able to remotely view (exploiting my “psychic powers”) 1. : whereabouts of Schleyer.
This family member probably told the SCNS that I
knew but wasn’t ready to reveal it. This was supposedly
because they thought that I thought Schleyer to be an
old Nazi responsible for the death of thousands of
which indeed I
people in the former Czechoslovakiahold that opinion.

Days following this effort two men claiming to be
policemen of the “Bundeskriminalamt”
(the German
FBI) made me accompany them to a “safe house”. They
managed this by triggering my “obedience” mode by
the use of appropriate code words. I did, however, have
a wild inspiration and told them falsely that I knew
where Schleyer was but I would and could only reveal
it to a Mr. “X”.
Mr. “X” was a German top-level politician, of the
Western World, whom I hold responsible for the mindcontrol treatment to which I was subjected since 1974.
After a short palavering they put me through to Mr.
“X”. Mr. “x” couldn’t avoid talking to me because
otherwise he would be reproached for not having done
everything possible to save Schleyer’s life in the incidents taking place.
I was angry once Mr. “X” was on the phone: “Mr.
X, nice to talk to you!” I hissed. “I will make sure that
you will go down in the annals of history as Germany’s
top torture master!”
He replied, “We will be able to prevent you from
talking!” (I will never forget the German words:
!” These words will
ever burn in my soul until this man is dead and buriedand forever.
With these words Mr. X assumed responsibility for
the mind-control treatments that followed. I told Mr.
X that I had lied because I wanted to speak to him and
that I, of course, didn’t know where Schleyer had been
taken. But-sadly, Mr. X and the other political crises
-managers around him did not believe me; One cried out
poofily: “Mr. Gresch, break away from the demon!”
They sometimes tried to demonize me to represent a
psychic monster. This was probably to be something
from outer space or somewhere from where and from
which the world would need protection. This methodology usualIy works.
Since 1982 Mr. “X” is no longer in a leading
political position btit is still very influential in Germany and elsewhere. I’m even now totally afraid of
him and that is why I have to withhold his name. Some
people think him to be a hero of national security while
others claim he was or perhaps is a mastermind behind
the scenes of governmental crimes in Germany. If the
latter is true, this truth will probably remain hidden.
He is in a position to capably manipulate the mass
media very effectively.
If-my memories serve me in truth, the German
government was actively involved in SCNS machinations. Some years ago a leading German politician was
shot and wounded by a young man who claimed that the
politician was responsible for “subterranean factories
where humanbeings were/areproduced” (“unterirdische
Menschenfabreiken”).
The assassin is now in a lunatic
asylum while the politician is tied to a wheelchair.
Mind control-out
of control7
* ELECTROMAGNETIC

FIELDS

The next night I was abducted by a SCNS team who
wanted me so badly that they took a very high risk in
actually kidnapping me from my sleep room. I was
flown out on a fighter plane to a point for interrogation,
a camp where I had been tortured and was again tortured to cause me to tell them where Schleyer really
was. Although they used all their tools and electromagnetic fields to stimulate my “psychic faculties”,
I wasn’t able to help them because I am not a clairvoy
ant. In cases of direct information, common sense and
intuition are just not enough for you have to know the
information.
There was also second party flown to the desert
camp area along with me. His name was Andreas
Baader and was a leader in the RAF, the terrorist group
which had actually abducted Schleyer. However, Baader
had been in jail at the time and therefore was uninformed about any operativedetails.
Evenunder torture
(which I was required to induce) he
give away
any useful information.
But it seems the SCNS had

obviously gained some confidence in my so-called telepathic faculties and they might well have thought, “If
remote viewing doesn’t work in this case, this needn’t mean
that psychic interrogation will
fail.”
it did fail.
Although I had become a highly skilled mindcontrolled “telepathic” interrogator, it did fail. That
doesn’t mean I was able to read the minds of people but
I had learned to interpret non-verbal signals more
quickly and more systematically than people who are
not in a state of mind control. In torture your learning
capacity first deteriorates and then after some time it is
extraordinarily magnified. That is one of the reasons
trauma-based mind control can produce zombies which
are apparently capable of performing superhuman feats.
I didn’t like Baader. He resembled his political
counterpart, Mr. X, too much. The same effeminate,
histrionic mummy’s boy hidden behind a facade of
masculine machismo.
I found that I was not only a mind-controlled
“telepath”, but also a skilled killer. The method of
training mind-control killers is as simple a task as it is
to train mind-controlled telepaths or mind-controlled
sex slaves. In this training the victims (later perpetrators) wear a remotely controlled torture device and
whenever they fail in a mission they receive a massive
electric shock. First I was required to kill cats (I love
cats), then I had to torture and kill people (I love
people) who looked like Arabs. This, of course, may be
hypnotically planted in false memories in order to make
the victim feel guilty and fearful of punishment.
In
every case the message is:

were acting as a
It makes sense for the
controllers to let the victims really torture and kill,
because this is the best test for total subjugation.
My lawyer asked me whether or not my interrogation of Baader might be a false memory7 I answered
without hesitation: “This must be a false memory because if this reminiscence were true, the government’s
version of this case must be wrong. Who am I to
disagree with the government’s truth?”
The last time I remember having “treatment” by the
SCNS was in 1981 or 1982. This was after I had
received my diploma in psychology. They then told me
that the Germans wouldn’t accept any further treatment so what they would have to do would have to be
successfully definitive. The SCNS torture master said:
“Now I will treat you with radiation. I don’t care if it
kills you.” And then he proceeded to do so. He induced
all sorts of horror and delight to condition my brain. It
should here be noted that the EEGs of the different
personality fragments of an MPD subject differ markedly one from the other. He tried to condition the EEG
associated with my genuine personality with aversions
in an effort to associate the EEG positively with the
desired personality.
There are frequencies capable of triggering total
chaos in the nervous system so that every kind of
coordinated thinking will be stopped. They trained me
to switch between my genuine and the desired personality on cue. Then they triggered the basic personality
and the chaos-wave was administered.
There then
followed a period in which they allowed me to change
into the new personality at which time a pleasure
frequency was employed.
They required me to go
though this cycle repeatedly. Afterwards they claimed
that the chaos-wave had destroyed my basic personality
irreversibly.
A hypnotic wave that allows programming of the
brain with new ideas and plans of behavior has been
discovered. This wave induces extraordinarily deep
states of trance, even against the will of the victim. In
this hypnotic state it is possible to alter the central
system of the individual which is the formation basis
not only of the individual’s actions, but also of his
perceptions, emotions, and assessments.
should be noted that for programming they uti-
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lize the concepts described in the book,
by Miller, Galanter and Pribram.
This is a basic textbook of MK-ULTRA and also of
modern psychology. This is a tragedy of science. The
basic idea of the theory outlined in this book is the
hierarchical structure of human actions. On top of the
hierarchy of the hierarchies of an individual’s repertoire of actions there resides the “central plan”, the
Godfather of a man’s mental universe.
The torture
master had said that, “Now we are going to modify your
central plan. We know that you won’t accept this
voluntarily.
But we can detect whether or not the
electrical activity in the ‘will’ centre of your brain
indicates the alterations of your central plan. If not,
you will be tortured until they do.”
It doesn’t matter whether or not the perpetrators
really have the devices and techniques to manage this
course, what counts is that the victims
they do
have such capability.
Mind control is a mixture of
modern science, high technology, very old dark arts,
science fiction, and other fantasy stories. The perpetrators use contemporary mythology to influence the
mind of victims. Perhaps they cooperate with the film
industry and with writers to produce frames of reference for trance induction and manipulation of personality structures. It is noted that the similarity between
mind-control technology methods of Juan Matus, as
described by C. Casteneda, is breathtaking.
Isn’t this
the stuff to mind control people in some cases very
easily without traumatizing them? For years the SCNS
has tried to develop non-trauma-based
methods for
mind control because obviously that technique could be
more resistant to the dawning of the victim’s consciousness.
The mind controllers use electromagnetic frequencies that produce mental states which could not be
described in words, because such states couldn’t be
experienced under normal living conditions or even
when under the influence of known hallucinogenic
drugs. After some time. that lasts seemingly an eternity, you will lose your identity as a human being.
What then remains is a rudimentary, worldless sense of
being a formless mass that is not able to resist any
suggestion given as an order and that could be molded
much as a mass of wet clay. With the term “formless
mass” I mean that you are not able to localize or focus
self in a human body. Instead you experience the nearly
perfect dissolution of body as well as mind. This
experience is subjective, of course, because you can
hear the indoctrinations of the perpetrators which transform your psyche far beyond your rational control.
While this transformation takes place, you lose your
sense of identity and also your ability to resist identity
change.
It is now possible to replace the whole spectrum of
mind-control techniques with radiation;YTheie’
‘are
even waveforms which induce near-death experiences
while all bodily functions are well in order and in
operation. This method is so powerful that most people
could be perfectly mind-controlled within a period of
mere weeks. This control mechanism, however, has to
be refreshed from time to time. If it is not refreshed,
sooner or later the victim will remember the treatment
and training. Refreshing is quite easily accomplished
with use of a stun gun and portable devices which emit
the appropriate waveforms and frequencies. Utilizing
these tools the procedure of refreshment could be accomplished in a period of mere hours.
In view of these high-tech devices we should not
underestimate the importance of psychology involved
in these so-called treatments. Only trained psychologists or psychiatrists are able to handle these devices
capably.
But the knowledge necessary is not a secret
science. Most of the information could be acquired
from basic textbooks on psychology and/or psychiatry.
So it is probably not an exaggeration to say that this
discipline brutalizes their disciples. That is why it is
relatively easy for the SCNS to recruit personnel with
adequate background in place.

BIRD
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deprogramming, the mental apparatus seems to amplify the once erased reminiscences as if the psyche
tries to rectify a serious or life-threatening error.
I have another vague memory which indicates to
me that I was programmed to work for a homosexual
person who was required to accomplish mind control
through political indoctrination of the artificial personality and whom I, as a compensation of his efforts,
had to then serve as a sex slave. This program failed
as did the indoctrination.
The manipulation of sexual
behavior and especially the creation of alters who are
homosexual is an element of mind control frequently
employed. This is effective because in our culture
heterosexual homosexual acts or feelings are generally
associated with great feelings of guilt. Sex behavior
modification
is an important
aspect
of the
psychodynamics of mind control.
The indoctrination or therapy of the artificial new
personality created is also a standard element of mind
control. So the SCNS cooperates with radical rightwing employers and with psychopathic-rapists
who
work using the classical methods (behavior therapy,
cognitive therapy and so on) to handle the emotional
disorders which are so frequently associated with victims of mind control. I want every “victim” to refuse
to be treated by a psychologist or a psychiatrist who is
not an activist of the movement
mind control!
A psychologist or a psychiatrist who wants you NOT to

As far as I know I wasn’t bothered by the SCNS
since the time mentioned above. The key words are “as
far as I know”.
I talked with a German psychotherapist who is in
contact with four women who have experienced similar
or identical treatments and in whose cases the machinations ceased in 1982, as in my case. Although I have
some reminiscences that I had predicted publicly, as in
an instance of predicting the death of a German politician (Franz Joseph Strauss three days prior to his death
in 1988), I was taken to a safe house in Munich
(Muenchen) where my memory was erased by means of
radiation and electroshocks; I am inclined to believe
that this reminiscence may be false. They are too vague
to be treated as truth. Only a subjective probability not
higher than about 0.30 seems acceptable to me. If it is
true, I must have been totally drunk when I was playing
the clairvoyant, at that past time.
It is a fact that true traumatic memories that have
been since erased by means of further mind-control
methods, once remembered,
This is explained by the biological significance of
This is why
traumatic memories and experiences.
severely traumatic events will not be forgotten, with
possibly one exception: that is if the victim is proHowever, after
grammed, intentionally,
to forget.
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is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more formal name) is a
grain of its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of
B-17 (anti-carcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains
fresher. Thus, unlike other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other
chemicals. The strong, protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this
grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity.
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor in blood clotting and stimulating
the body’s immune system.
offers Bread Mixes that use pure
flour instead of wheat. The
taste is uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes with both
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talk about your experiences publicly is a collaborator of
the SCNS whether or not he realizes as much.
I have no idea why the SCNS lost their interest in
me, if actually they did so. Probably they are still
waiting for the suicide program they implanted to be
implemented. It was implanted sometime in the years
1981 or 1982 and they may simply be waiting to see if
it will or won’t work. I think it was tested in March of
1995 when somebody called and whistled a sad song
from the nineteen thirties through the telephone answering machine while saying nothing. I can’t remember whether or not this was the cue to kill myself and I
can’t be sure as to whether or not this phone call was of
cryptographic origin, but this is quite probable as this
is the way it is supposed to work. A couple of weeks
prior to this I had sent a message, concerning my mindcontrol experiences, to a network whose mail is excessively intercepted. This is good for as an author I think
very highly of people who read my papers as attentively
as do my admirers in the intelligence community.
Anyway, the caller/whistler didn’t then or now cause
me to consider committing suicide but does remind me
of a song of Leonard Cohen which I enjoyed very much
as a youngster:
a
on a
It is not so easy to program a mind for suicide. In
order to accomplish this feat you have to first construct
a frame of reference in whichcommitting suicide “makes
sense”. In my case it would be social isolation for I was
programmed to isolate myself almost completely. . . so,
I isolated myself totally from time to time. Obviously,
however, I didn’t kill myself nor did I remain isolated.
r
i

Following my recovery I found a woman and fell in love
and at present things are going quite well. I am
working in the field of public relations at present and
am quite successful at my work.
In March, 1995 I sent an earlier version of this
paper to experts in mind control, all over the world.
Those who responded to me confirmed the authenticity
of my memories, or at the least, saw the conformity and
didn’t doubt my writings. Mr. Walter H. Bowart, one
of the world’s most important mind-control researchers, wrote: “Your letter is much appreciated and is an
important piece ofevidence inthe mounting case against
Bowart defines “cryptocracy” as a
the cryptocracy.”
secret government which conspires against laws and
freedom. In my view the cryptocracy and the SCNS are
identical or are one in the same.
One of the most cryptic messages received came
from Dr. Bente Rich, the chief psychiatrist of the
Rehabilitation and Research Centre for Torture Victims in Copenhagen, Denmark: “I understand that you
have problems about understanding what has happened
to you and that you realize that it might be impossible
for you to know what has happended to you. At the RCT
we have a treatment program for refugees who have
received political asylum in Denmark and because of
this, I am not able to help you but I do hope that you will
be able to find some sort of support to share your
problems with, in Germany.”
I received this letter in April, 1995. Since then I
haven’t been able to find out what it really means. It
should be pointed out that I had NOT asked Dr. Rich for

1
1

$260.00

the
ror

In May of 1995 psychologists tried to press me into
not talking about my experience because they apprehend that my testimony could damage the reputation of
their occupational guild. I, however, continue to do it
all the same. As a victim, being forthright about the
horrors of mind control has less to do with bravery than
with self-preservation.
If only the perpetrators know
that mind control exists, victims and potential victims
are in maximal danger. The more people who know
that mind control is REAL, find how it works, what it
does to the victims, and what consequences it has for
society as a whole, the better it is for us as well as for
the general population as a whole.
I don’t trust psychologists, psychiatrists or their
professional associations and this will be for as long as
I must suspect that the latter shelter CRIMINALS, that
they protect psychologists and psychiatrists who practice mind control. Whenever a victim informs the press
about his or her experiences within mind control, the
I journalists ask questions. They will ask things such as
g whether or not things like this are possible. Whatso1 ever the interviewees know about mind control, one
1 thing they know in
case:
a
1
Under these cir, cumstances the psychologist or psychiatrist asked by
the press, the questions, may well be inclined to reI
“Mind control as described by the victims is
1 absolutely nonsense. People who claim to be victims of
1 mind control must be hysterical or pathological liars.”
1 That is why we
to convince the media that psy1 chologists or psychiatrists may not be impartial con1 cerning the topic of mind control.

1
1
1
1
1

1

help. I never ask psychologists or psychiatrists for
“help” since the time in 197 1 when I saw a psychiatrist
and became aware of what really happened in his
consulting room. This was more than twenty years
after the fact.
I sent my “Memories of a Victim” also to politicians and even to the President of the Federal Republic
of Germany, Mr. Roman Herzog. I received no reply.
In Germany it has been decided to hush up the whole
issue for as long as possible. [El:

This is the plot of my experiences within mind
control. I have no proof that it happened and I would
guess that gathering proof is impossible after so many
years. As a victim not being able to remember the
subjugation for many years and then finally having
remembered, it is hard to speak about these terrible
things at best. I still cannot seem to speak reasonably
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about the subject and instead find myself babbling
something or other about being abducted by someone,
maybe aliens of one kind or another, abused by Satanists
or being bewitched by Juan Matus. . . all these things are
defining features of mind control and cause the “victim” to appear totally insane. If a so-called victim came
and would tell me he/she could prove the actions and
treatment, I would become immediately suspicious of
that person-at
once.
I don’t mind if there is no one who believes me
because this story is obviously hard to believe.
If

somebody were able to provethat I am“mad”andthe
story is not true, this would be the best of that which
could happen. This, however, is not very probable
because since the end of the “Cold War” against the
Soviet Union, all over the world mind-control victims
are remembering
or are going to remember the treatments once forgotten. They will come from all different countries, cultures, social strata; they will be young
or old, man or woman; some are mad; some are
clear thinkers... and in most cases they will not know
one another. Some are not able to even read-but their

memories
aresimilartotheextremeandthereis noway
to “explain
this away”.
further study for, if nothing else, it
gives reasonable insight ?
would now list at the top of the list
CIA She
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It is REAL, readers, and is THE top
priority on the list of One World Order
CONTROL and I suggest you go back
and look at the
for taking
control of the minds, and thus the citizens of the world, in total domination.
There will always have to be the
experiencersupon which the experiments
are perfected-but
the masses always fall
to the input of mass media and instructions and examples of behavior as de1 pitted. Beavis and Butthead become the
1 example a child follows for that is the
, example shown him. Parents have for, gotten HOW to morally example and children will become what they see and are
1 taught by whatever is the focus of their
Violence no longer means
I attention.
/ anything save a cheap Saturday night
/ thrill if even that much. You have come
1 about as far as you can go, readers, in this
1 broken societal structure and it must be
repaired or it will surely fall down around
’ your ears. May you accept the offerings
1 of those who went before, to fall upon
1 your thinking so that you do not also
1 become victims of that which controls
1 and allows no freedom to respond in
1 wisdom-only
in mayhem and violence
1 within chaos. Salu.
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Pro-Israel legislation certainly doea create bipartisan unity, as demonstrated in this article from the
October 25 issue of
[quoting:]
%-a
WASHINGTON-Brushing
aside White House concerns about the impact on Middle East peace negotiations, Congre_ss voted overwhelmingly Tuesday to move
theU.S. EmbassyfromTel
Aviv toJerusalembytheend
of the century. A few hours later, the House passed the
bill 374-37. The measure goes to President Clinton.
The legislation puts the United States squarelybehind
Israel’s determination to maintain sovereignty over all
of Jerusalem.

At a recent meeting, Commander Hatonn claimed
to have given Louis Farrakhan the idea for the MillionMan March. With that in mind, here’s an excerpt from
an article from the October 16 issue of
[quoting:]
Mr. Farrakhan’s power has grown, so has media
In addition to comments viewed
scrutiny of him.
widely as racist and anti-female, he has been ridiculed
for having a streak of paranoia. For example, he has
said repeatedly in speeches that AIDS was deliberately
introduced into the black community by white doctors
on

From thk November 2
of
[quoting:]
SAN DIEGO (AP)-A survey of about 1,000 black
church members in five cities found that more than onethird of them
virus was
in a
germ warfare laboratory as a form of genocide against
blacks. Another third said they were “unsure” whether
AIDS was created to kill blacks. That left only onethird who disputed the theory. The findings held firm
even among educated individuals
said one of the 1990
survey’s authors, Sandra Crouse Quinn, a health educator at the School of Public Health at the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
and
article.]
Rumors that AIDS was created to kill blacks have
circulated in the black community for years, and the
belief is endorsed by some black leaders.
trust our public health data,” said Quinn, who is white.
The belief that
is a form
of genocide has serious health
said: “If they believe AIDS is a form of genocide they
are less likely to get tested, less likely to use condoms
and less likely to participate in clinical trials.”
ofAIDS:
AND MYTHS
EXPOSED
160
112,
Although she has not surveyed whites on the genotide
said,
think most whites would
say this sounds bizarre.”

a
He also said he got the idea for the Million-Man
March when he had a vision of being carried to a
spaceship for a conversation with Nation of Islam
founder Elijah Muhammad.

Louis Farrakhan

From the October 27 issue of
[quoting:]
CHICAGO-Ina
nationwide survey of 2,000 youngsters aged 10 to 16, published by the American Academy of Pediatrics and widely reported by the news
media, one out of four said they had been sexually or
physically abused in the previous year. If you do the
math, assault seems as common an adolescent affliction
as acne-about 6 million American kids annually being
stomped, whomped or otherwise subjected to unspeakable horrors. Except to reach those numbers, researchers had to stretch the definition of abuse beyond rape,
robbery, molestation, criminal assault and the like to
include such activities as being shoved by your brother
or getting into a schoolyard fight.
Almost daily, some new study/report/survey/poll
comes out with eye-popping claims designed to stir us
to action
that acand scare
They are chilling in their message-and
woefully overblown. The latest example comes from the
Carnegie Corp,. which cobbled
together 10 years of research on adolescents, including
the American Academy of Pediatrics abuse study, and
packaged it this month into a sweeping indictment of
societal neglect. The report calls for major initiatives
involving parents, schools, employers,
government and other institutions to lavish attention
on kids
and keep them on the
straight and narrow at a crucial point in their lives.
The Carnegie report, and its little cousin the abuse
study, are part of a growing wave of what experts refer
to as “definition research”, surveys which redefine old
problems or cast new ones in terms so amorphous that

it’s virtually impossible to dispute the bleakness of
their findings.
Sometimes, even solid surveys are
undermined by the spin put on them.
Survey expert John Barry says large majorities of Americans always say “yes” when asked whether more money
should be spent on crime fighting, education, medical
care, drug suppression and the environment. Politicans
and advocacy groups like to cite such figures, but they
have little meaning, especially when the same people
who want to spend more generally answer “no” when it
comes to questions aboucraising taxes. [
money!“]
Barry, associate director of the University of
Connecticut’s Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, says many researchers today rationalize a willingness to ask loaded questions, manipulate data or
accentuate some findings while ignoring others. “The
validity of the information is often dwarfed by what
they
as the
of their goal,” he explains.

This follow-up article comes from a recent issue of
[quoting:]
LONDON-Forty
children of British Gulf War
veterans have been born with rare and potentially lifethreatening deformities since Operation Desert Storm
ended five years ago. Some have no ears, some have no
pupils in their eyes, some have a muscle missing, others
have dangerous heart conditions. TWO children have
already died as a result of birth defects. Their parents
claim the conditions prove that “Gulf War Syndrome”dismissed by Britain’s Ministry of Defense as a psychological illness
a biological condition that can be passed from generation to generation. Rare deformities are as much as four times more
prevalent in the children of people who served in the
Gulf, according to an investigation by “Panorama” the
BBC’s long-running current affairs program, that aired
last month. Hilary Meredith, a lawyer acting on behalf
of the British veterans, says more cases of birth defects
are coming to light all the time.
Members of Parliament are calling for proper investigation into the health of veterans and their children.
had
the

City, Waco,

Phyllis Schlafly is the author of this excerpted
article from the October 9-15 issue of
fquoting:]
Republican presidential candidates crisscrossing
the country have discovered that one of their best hotbutton applause lines is “I promise to abolish the
Department of Education.”
Out in the byways of
America, parents know that public schools are a disaster area and that federal government spending has hurt,
not helped, the situation. So it is a puzzlement why the
Republican House recently passed an education bill
that increases federal control and involvement in the
public schools rather than reducing it.
?
and do
do.1
Called the “Careers” bill, it uses federal dollars to
expand and institutionalize one of the worst Clinton
bills passed last year, the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. When one takes time to read the Careers bill,
it is obvious that it is the legislative implementation of
an l&page letter written by Marc Tucker, president of
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the National Center on Education and the Economy, to
Hillary Clinton on Nov. 11, 1992, just after the presidential election. This letter states that it was the result
of a meeting in David Rockefeller’s [kin
lo Bill]
office, at which those present were “literally radiating
happiness” at Bill Clinton’s victory. They were celebrating their plans for what “you, Hillary and Bill
should do now about education, training and labor
market policy.”
Mr. Tucker’s letter laid out their
master plan to “remold” the public schools into a
“national human resources development system”, which
would be “guided by clear standards that define the
stages of the system for the people who progress through
it, and regulated on the basis of outcomes that providers
produce for their clients.”
Mr. Tucker’s vision is aggressively ambitious. His
letter called for “a seamless web” that “literally extends
from cradle to grave and is the same system for everyone-young
and old, poor and rich, worker and fulltime student. Mr. Tucker’s “seamless web” includes a
national employment service in which “all available
front-line jobs, whether public or private, must be
listed in it by law.” Then, “a system of labor market
boards is established at the local, state and federal
levels to coordinate the systems for job training,
postsecondary professional and technical education,
adult basic education, job matching and counseling.”
Mr. Tucker’s “seamless web” calls for government to
be in the drivers’ seat at every stage of the “human
resources development system”. The “labor market
boards” will decide what jobs may be allowed, and the
schools will “train” students (the human resources) for
jobs selected by the “labor market boards”.
Mr. Tucker’s letter makes it clear why so much of
the discussion about congressional appropriations for
education includes references to the Labor Department.
Mr. Tucker and his friends have been planning to meld
Labor and Education functions ever since Lynn Martin,
labor secretary in the Bush Administration, published
the SCANS report. Much of Marc Tucker’s ambitious
plan is already in place. Last year, Mr. Clinton signed
the Goals 2000 Act, which requires schools to adopt
“standards”, and the School-to-Work law, which lays
the groundwork for using high schools to train students
for occupations selected by the local labor market
boards. [Are you
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In order to know what the educrats are up to, you
have to speak the lingo. Here are a few definitions to
get you started, by Tom DeWeese, President of the
American Policy Center, from the October 18 issue of
the
[quoting:]
Activists who stand in the arena, ready for battle,
are often disarmed by what seems to be a foreign
language. Many concerned parents have taken information that challenges Goals 2000 and OBE into school
administrators,
only to be told their fears were unfounded. “Here are the goals,” the administrators say.
“Nothing here to be alarmed about. Who could oppose
goals that call for a 90 percent graduation rate, every
adult literate and able to compete in the work force and
professional development for educators, and being first
in the world in math and science?” Well, they’re not
lying to you. But the words they are using have an
entirely different meaning to you than to them. Let’s
start iith the goal of “being first in the world in math
and science”. That comes under the general category
of:
GLOBAL EDUCATION: this has nothing to do
with being first in academics.
It means to prepare
students to be global interdependent citizens. It means
to impose multiculturalism, pledging allegiance to the
world community, eradicating nationalism and allegiance to one’s nation and Conslilution.
Get the picture? Let’s try some more.
EDUCATE: to be flexible and adaptable, to make
rational and varied responses to situations. No Absolutes.
TEACHER: see “facilitator”.
FACILITATOR:
non-directive, non-judgmental
leader.
A change-agent or technical assistant who
chairs hand-picked committees or groups to facilitate
the reaching of appropriate preconceived conclusions
or consensus. This process is referred to as “managed
change” according to Clyde Hall’s
Facilitator--the
title now given teachers.
HIGHER
ORDER
THINKING-CRITICAL
THINKING: this is the tool used to promote politically
OBE promoter Richard Paul decorrect attitudes.
clares, u . ..we need a clear global picture of education
centered on comprehensive
emancipatory thinking
skills.”
on
do
HUMAN RESOURCE: refers to the
citizens of this nation, and in particular to
the children, who have become nothing
more than a government commodity to be
shaped to meet the needs of the economy.
This is accomplished by restructuring education and by changing the purpose of
schools to fill the “current and future needs
of the student and (the planned) society.
LEARNING:
a change in behavior
which persists (a child is said to be learning when they begin to succumb to the
constant pounding of the OBE behavioral
adjustment curriculum.)

The comments at the end of this article are interesting in light of the two
preceding articles. From a recent issue of
the
[quoting:]
A stained glass image of Jesus gazes
heavenward from the altar window of University Chapel here, just a short walk from
the statue of Thomas Jefferson, founder of
the University of Virginia and champion
of freedoms of speech and religion. Church
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and state have coexisted peacefully here for generations. U-Va offers a degree program in religious studies, and student religious groups freely organize and
operate on its grounds. But Jefferson’s university now
finds itself the battleground for the latest church-state
clash to reach the Supreme court, a case that could have
far-reaching impact.
The Supreme Court last week agreed to hear the
University of Virginia case, which involves a group of
Christian students who published a magazine called
The editors sought financial help from a
university fund that supports a broad array of student
organizations and activities.
University guidelines
prohibit any subsidies for religious activities. Applying that rule, a student council committee that administers the funds denied
request for help.
After university officials reaffirmed that denial, the
Christian students sued, claiming violation of their
rights of free speech, free exercise of religion, and
equal protection.
A federal appeals court in May
agreed the university had discriminated against one
type of speech based on its content-namely,
religious
speech-but had ruled the universi _Imust so discriminate to avoid an unconstitutional &ate sponsorship of
religion.
The university apparently has no qualms about
supporting advocacy of gay and lesbian values, animalrightists’ values, feminist values and other views supported by its funds, but the line is drawn at religious
values. OR perhaps the line is drawn only at Christian
values. Among organizations receiving student activity funds at the university are the Muslim Student
Association and the Jewish Law Students.
Tanisha Sullivan, a third-year student who heads
the committee that decides which student groups will
get university funds, admitted in an interview that
evangelical Christians are viewed warily by many students here. “It raises an eyebrow, and you look at it a
little more closely just because it’s Christianity,” she
said. “Everyone is so on edge when it comes to Christianity.” The Muslim students’ magazine “is teaching
the culture of Islam,” Sullivan said. That’s a polititally correct value in these days of multiculturalism.
But Christianity is viewed differently, she said. “People
don’t consider Christianity to be part of a culture. My
generation is taking a turn away from Christianity and
trying to explore other things, trying to break away
from the norm.”

ZIGGY

NO
WESERVATNES!
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Superfund-the
federal government’s misguided
program to clean up toxic waste sites-was authorized
in 1980. In 15 years it has identified 1,300 hazardous
waste sites. And of those, only a small number have
been cleaned up at a cost of over $25 billion.
Superfund-is
it about toxic waste-or is it just further
harassment and destruction of small business and constitutional liberties. Here is the story of Kelly Herstad,
president of United Truck Body co., Inc., in Duluth,
Minnesota. From the October 9-15 issueof
[quoting:]
Before it went out of business in the late 196Os,
Arrowhead refined waste motor oil from several enterprises in the Duluth area: service stations, mining
companies, utilities, the Air Force, and government
agencies.
The waste from the refining process contained heavy metals. It was dumped in the back of
Arrowhead’s property. eventually, Superfund tagged
the place as a toxic waste site. Superfund operates
under a “retroactive, strict joint and several liability”
scheme, which means that anybody associated with a
site in the past can, in theory, be held 100 percent liable
for cleanup costs. It doesn’t matter if what you did was
perfectly legal and proper at the time. You can still be
stuck with the multi-million-dollar
tab.
Since Arrowhead was out of business, EPA went
through the company’s old records, an incomplete pile
It also interviewed a
stored in someone’s garage.
former Arrowhead driver, now well up in years, about
the company’s clients. Anyone mentioned in the old
records, or who was recalled by the former driver, got
the same letter I got vorn
Americans are taught
it] that people are innocent until proven guilty.
That’s not how Superfund works. We had to prove we
never sold or gave Oil to Arrowhead 25 years ago or
more; otherwise we’d be held liable. Suddenly in 1989,
EPA sued 12 of the business involved. Three of them
were no longer in business. These lawsuits, however,
generated other lawsuits, as the original 12 sought to
share the costs of cleanup. Small businesses worried
and wondered if they would survive the expensive
ordeal.
A bureaucrat told one- small businessman,
“Don’t worry, we don’t want your home or car, just your
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business.” To which he replied: “Without the business, you can have my home and car because I won’t be
able to afford either.”
I was one of the lucky ones. My company was
dropped from the suit, but not before I’d spent $10,000
in legal fees-to defend myself for doing nothing illegal or improper. Here’s the upshot: The cost of the
cleanup has been assessedat 834 million.
Millions
more have already been spent for lawyers and
thousands of hours have been wasted in depositions
and hearings. And the site still hasn’t been cleaned
up.
WITH

YORKERS
DIPLOMATIC

FED UP
IMMUNITY

Another perspective on the UN’s 50th birthday
party, from the October 22 issue of
[quoting:]
NEW YORK-The
United Nations marks 50 Years
in New York City this weekend. And how are the
envoys celebrating? Any way they want-they all have
diplomatic immunity. Day in and day out, they park
illegally at hydrants and bus stops, and ignore tickets.
They stiff landlords and laugh at payment notices. And
this weekend, they are bringing a four-day dose of
terminal t&Xc-and
it’s
anniversary.
“They abuse diplomatic immunity,” snaps former
Mayor Ed Koch, one of the more vocal critics of the
United Nations. One example: In August 1994, four
Cuban Mission employees responded to Castro protesters by wading into the crowd wielding sticks, a crowbar
and an ax handle. A city police officer was punched in
the face-an assault captured on video. The charges?
None. All four were released after claiming diplomatic
immunity-although
eight months later, two were ordered out of the United States.
Parking7 The diplomats’ red, white and blue litense plates guarantee spaces denied to 7.3 million
ordinary New Yorkers. If,those QOtS are full, they can
park anywhere and plead official business, which beat
68,637 tickets in 1994. At $45 a pop, that’s $3,088,665
in lost revenue. And that’s just one-third of the more
than $9 million that 31 U.N. delegations owe local
landlords and business. The Ugandan Mission alone
accounts for half of those bills.
a
no

To round things out, here are a few brief excerpts
f rom an article “channeled by Barbara J. Marciniak”
t h a t appeared in the September 23 issue of
FLEIAD~AN TIMES, [quoting:]
Truth is quite simple-you
are multidimensional
characters, you are empowered with everything that
you could possibly be empowered with if you would use
your thoughts to decode yourself and believe it, if you
would dare to claim love as yours.
It may sound ridiculously absurd, however, movies,
politics, education, medicine, and religion do everything to distort the truth. . .
The leap to higher consciousness involves knowing
all things. There are so many in those six billion balls
o consciousness upon your planet who refuse to know,
who choose to be numb, who choose to be mind controlled because they are terrified to know the truth. Out
of the six billion there is a small handful of you who are
capable of knowing.
Look around your life and
see what is synchronisticaly presented to you once you
make the commitment to know more.
Someone has to be the bad guy...and it was understood by all that there was a game that could be played
where an opposing force spurred on evolution.
As reality crumbles, the most crucial key for you to
understand is that everything in your papers and on the
news is a metaphor and distraction for a larger battle
over Earth, an intergalactic battle of immense proportions. It may appear that Earth is the territory l>eing
battled over, however, the prize is actmliy the essence
of who you are and the right to rule and manage
consciousness. The only way through this great virtual
reality game is to wake up and enhance yourself, learn
how to be a ball of energy transducing and transmitting
1ove and light. Otherwise you will be like a tadpole in
the section of the pond that dries up and will have to
figure it out once again. So, you have created this
opportunity with the bulls and the dragons at your heels
that makes it far more exciting.Ifthe bulls and dragons
were not at your heels, we guarantee you, you would be
doing nothing. This is how all consciousness evolves,
moving towards crisis. So, when you find crisis in your
Make your choice, claim your power, acknowledge
your wounds and stop taking everything so personally.
Stop feeling victimized and powerless and
stop feeling as if you have to make someone
else wrorrg to claim your power. Be all of
you. Invest in yourselves.
There is no
greater journey than the one that you are on
as humankind. Exalt in your travels. We
wish you well.
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pation began to REALLY go into reverse with refusal to
do anything of merit save plan for how to get the rest of
the property not belonging to them and seek revenge on
others for their own shortcomings and failures. Sad? .

lo/31195 #1

HATONN

the most Elite families in the area are still, to this day,
practicing members of the “religion”. As a matter of
WITCHES
AND
GOBLINS
fact, so too are MANY members of the judicial cult.
AND
Worse yet, three generations is all it takes to completely
HALLOWEEN
change ANYTHING. You as a species were on the way
down some 2000 years ago when you murdered the
I would like to make something absolutely clear messenger. You called HIM a “savior”? No, he wasn’t
right up top of this writing-the
MIND-CONTROL
a savior and neither is anyone a savior here today. You
rulers and would-be rulers may well claim to give can’t “save” anyONE except perhaps yourself and it
homage to this gog or that gog but they believe in seems unlikely you will change much of anything in the
NOTHING.
Truly EVIL persons do not believe in public sector if you don’t get on with it. We certainly
Satan as “necessary” to their belief system-they
are are NOT “saviors’‘-we are simply here to offer inforsimply without moral restraint of ANY KIND. Power mation for that which will later come to inhabit your
and control are their ONLY passion and all else is globe and identify and recognize our own people. YOU
simply a physical thrill to test their level of total lack DO NOT WANT TO BE SAVED AT BEST, AND THE
of compassion for anything-living
or dead. In sorting PHYSICAL BLINDNESS IS THAT WHICH IS DEyour concepts it would do you much good to remember
SIRED WITHIN-NEVER
MIND THAT WHICH IS
this for these totally evil people will go far beyond SPOKEN FROM THE LIPS OF DECADENT POLITIanything that would be allowed in Satanic worship and CIANS AND FALSE TEACHERS.
HUMANITY IS STILL IN THE DARK AGES OF
certainly FAR BEYOND ANYTHING ALLOWED BY
SIMPLE WITCHCRAFT, EVEN IF IT BE OF SACRI- KILLING THE MESSENGERS!
FICIAL RITUAL VARIETY. THE LEADERS AT THE
THE ENEMY
AMONG
US
TOP OF THESE PRACTICES ARE BEYOND EVILTHEY ARE ROBOTIC DESTROYERS.
Oh indeed, the enemy resides among us, uses us,
RECOGNITION
OF SATANISM
takes from us and then denounces us-while
taking
AND
WITCHCRAFT
with them that which is not theirs. We have just had
several examples of that in Green who took the solid
Yesterday, among the other atrocities on the non- assets of the Institute and now, more recently, ones who
news was an announcement that SHOULD CURDLE actually sold championship breeding birds. Ah indeed,
WHAT BLOOD YOU HAVE LEFT! THE JUDEO- Gene simply placed his birds with those of his mother,
CHRISTIAN “RELIGION” (however you arrange a at the farm, so that they could be tended during the time
he was working out of town-mostly
at the farm.
religion to make comment) NOW “RECOGNIZES
WITCHCRAFT AND SATANISM AS A TRUE RELIAh, and by the way-1 told you to look beyond the
GION AND WILL BE HONORED AS SAME”. Have obvious with the taking of all the payroll funds at the
you ALL GONE INSANE7 This is not a sick joke on my time of the break-in of Ekkers’ dwelling. The same
part; it was simply a public recognition offered on All were not connected and I warned you about assuming
Saints Day (of the bad variety) to a brother/sister
same just to clear the air. The break-and-enter person
religious group for the purpose of tax exemption/tax
DID NOTTAKE THE MONEY IN POINT! But indeed,
free operations.
Halloween was also declared as the now you do know WHO DID. Moreover, you can time
most popular holiday in the United States “as a holi- it to the hour when changes in personalities and particiday”. There was also a “proposition” (of the political
kind) to proclaim Christmas a non-“religious” holiday
but, rather, a day of gift exchange. I thought that was
already the way it is in behalf of the Khazarian New
World Order commercial venture.
How much goes on of which you are unaware right
under your noses and in your own community? Well, as
we speak in this little community there is an ongoing
investigation to find out the identity of a dead child.
This is a girl child who was ritually murdered and
SKINNED, found at a Satanic ritual site up in the
mountains above the townsite. The news “has been
suppressed pending identification and so as to not
cause panic in the local citizenry”.
How can this be? Easy! For one thing the Satanic
sites are mostly on land owned by a State Legislator.
This is no necessary reflection on the absentee landlord, just a fact and easy access fbr those trespassing.
More simple rituals are simply performed at the local,
but rather out of the way, county park up on the same
mountain. How many of you new readers are aware that
Bakersfield, California was the largest and first central
location for “organized” Witchcraft and Satanism in
these United States west of the Mississippi7 Some of

as you protect the guilty and blame the innocent-you
will get a lot sadder before the game is ended. Anyone
who will take keys to the only remaining operating
equipment not already heisted, which could save a bit
of grain at best, and sell other people’s property in the
form of pets and livestock-are
not too nice, readersno matter what thev call the victims of their deeds or
how “nice” you thought them to be by the words of their
mouths. Listen to the new words from their mouths.
Gene, for instance, sold birds as a second INCOME
SOURCE-HE
NOW HAS NO BREEDING STOCK
BECAUSE ENCE “GOT EVEN” BY GETTING RID
OF ALL THE BIRDS-NOT
HIS TO START WITH!
AND WORSE-YOU LET HIM DO IT! ! ! WHY HAVE
YOU PEOPLE NOT GONE TO THE LEGAL AUTHORITIES AND AT THE LEAST REPORTED THE
THEFTS? THE TRANSGRESSORS ARE LAUGHING
AT YOU FOR YOUR STUPIDITY. GENE, ALONE,
SHOULD BRING CHARGES FOR HE LOST A WHOLE
AVIARY FULL OF CHAMPION BREEDING BIRDS.
There was no MISUNDERSTANDING-this
was intent to “get even” and bring pain and hurt, not to
mention loss, to others who had trusted and paid them
for the affront.
But I wonder why you wait and wait and wait to
confront this issue? You have “third party” witnesses
who saw the things being removed and you will find
that you have “inside” persons who know where the
smaller things are secreted away. You have to understand something, beloved rulers, when you steal from
one-you take from all! The younger in age a person
learns this lesson, the better for his/her own soul
growth. To cover crime is but a burden placed on
“another” individual by a perpetrator of the crime to
have “joint responsibility” in bearing the burden-it
is
called “accessory to the crime”. Whoever, in fact,
bought the birds is called “receivers of stolen property”
and the property should be recovered without payment.
DO IT, PLEASE, AND STOP WAITING AROUND
SCRAMBLING THE EGGS YOU NO LONGER HAVE
BECAUSE THE FARM CHICKENS WERE ALSO
SOLD.
YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO SAY “OH
WELL....” WITH OUR PROPERTY-FOR
IT IS NOT
YOURS TO DECIDE. THE LONGER YOU WAIT,
THE LONGER IT WILL TAKE TO GET NO SATISFACTION. YOU CAN’T PROBABLY GET THE LAYING HENS BACK BUT YOU CAN RETRIEVE THE
BIRDS! DO IT PLEASE! When people get the idea
that God’s people are not stupid dunces, the garbage
behaviors will STOP-NOT UNTIL.
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AFFAIRS if you are using MY PEOPLE OR MY
THINGS!
Am I angry at Ronn Jackson? No,.he is doing the
best HE CAN. It may not be much or it may be boodles;
it is the best he can do! I simply asked that in exchange
for freedom he serve as a conduit for flow between his
old buddies and our projects on a very business-venture-type exchange. He claimed he could do whatever
he claimed he could do. YOU READERS GOT HIM
RELEASED. I CAN’T SAY MORE ABOUT IT FOR
WE KEPT OUR BARGAIN AND PROMISES AND I
FIND IT STRANGE THAT HE HAS NOT DONE SO.
He, by the way, is responsible for his book,
NOT ME, not anyone here. His business arrangements
are “NONE OF MY BUSINESS” and so it should be.
Me-thinks some of you saw a gold-mine in the sky far
away (or close as the case may be) and jumped God’s
ship.(???) I will do all I can do to assist you in finding
sites and building a foundation for a New Republicbut I have no interest in a Ronn Jackson New Republic
or even in a paper called by a MAN’S name. What is
being printed in the New Republic is information printed
so long ago in CONTACTas to embarrass us FOR them.
This is in NO WAY A COMPLAINT OR ILL-REFERENCE TOWARD THEM OR ANYONE. EVERYBODY NEEDS THAT INFORMATION ANY WAY
you CAN GET IT-OVER AND OVER
UNTIL you SEE AND HEAR1
Ronn continues to tell us all that he has between 3 1
and 33 million followers (mail pieces or something). I
cannot imagine then, WHY, if
doesn’t have
funds to offer, that his mission is grounded! He told us
he had received $2 million in funds through those
mailings and that his lawyer was walking around with
some $8 million in cash in a brief-case. It gets very,
very difficult to believe all we are told.
NOR SHALL WE JEOPARDIZE ANY PORTION OF

Latest In-ActionsOf
The Ronn JacksonSaga
11/l/95 #l
Well, YOU ask, can Ronn Jackson REALLY do
anything? NO! It appears he can’t-or won’t; we have
yet to decide which it is. I would make a statement here,
however, that clandestine foolishness is not appreciated in this corner of the information pool.
Jackson came to Rick with a “top-secret”trip to get
some certificates or something. He needed something
around $4,000 cash plus whatever it would cost for Mr.
Martin to be out of pocket from the paper with all
expenses for as many days as would be required for the
operation. Now, people, the CONTACTbudget is in the
red-ink so deep as to never see the light of “black-ink”
$3,500 to $5,000 is out of the picture FOR
again.
ANYTHING AT PRESENT. The request for silence
was, however, honored among the ONLY three who
knew and we were warned by Mr. Jackson that these
three were the only ones who knew of the “mission”.
But, a funny thing happened on the way to the Corporation Meeting in Las Vegas: it seems EVERYBODY
was informed about the impending mission as it was
attempted to raise money for the mission from anyone
and everyone. When someone suggested to an important team-member (of Mr. Jackson) that they might ask
for support the answer was, “We tried but
they turned us down and claim they don’t have anything.” Well, kidlets, they don’t have anything except
blood and gore all over them for the service. Free
supplies have been forwarded to wherever and whenever it is requested by Mr. Jackson-BUT
THERE
WILL BE NO INVOLVEMENT IN CLANDESTINE
OPERATIONS.
OUR AGREEMENTS ARE TO DO
BUSINESS IN THE ENTIRETY OF REGULATIONS,
LOANS AND BUSINESS VENTURE TRANSACTIONS. This is what was promised and that is what is
expected-TO
PROTECT ALL PARTIES INVOLVED.
Nobody in the government or Federal Reserve is
going to honor old gold certificates if they have a brain

in their mentally-challenged
heads!
I also find it
totally annoying that Mr. Jackson is supposed to have
access to the heads of State and every rich Bastard King
in the world, along with inside funds scattered about
from the Caribbean to Austria and yet the ONLY people
we see or hear from, usually after they are destitute for
service in his army, are from
friends and
readers.
We understand that Mr. Jackson is in New Mexico
but Mr. Martin is told it is none of his business-“just
send the stuff’. Well, some other
reader’s
family members are also there and in trouble, out of
money, and hungry. Now they turn to us to “save the
day”. We can’t. I am glad that several who were
headed there, sight unseen, DID NOT GO! All that was
to have been in readiness IS NOT. Will it ever be in
readiness?
I DO NOT KNOW; I AM NOT RONN
JACKSON’S KEEPER, HANDLER, OR INSIDERHE DEMANDS THAT I STAY OUT OF HIS BUSINESS. FINE! ! This does not mean, either, that I expect
less of him and/or his commitments and promises and
AGREEMENTS KEPT WITH HIS SUPERIOR HANDLERS! ! However, in that group over in Nevada and
New Mexico, I would suggest you not further bite the
hands that HAVE kept you alive with more discrediting
or bad-mouthing of
Mr. Jackson has already drawn off major support from the paper as ones
turned to him for their political salvation. I have, 1
HAD HOPED, carefully warned you about saviors,
fixers, and singularly CONTROLLED operations. I,
further, wonder why it is you feel a concerted need to
write and tell me all your bad news and complaints of
personal nature regarding ANY OTHER segment of
that which is NOT UNDER ANY CONTROL BY MYSELF!‘?!? MANKIND HAS FREE-WILL CHOICE ON
YOUR GLOBE-AND
I AM ASKED CONSTANTLY
TO “GET OUT OF MY FACE, MY NECK, MY BUSINESS AND MY AFFAIRS”. This suits me well EXCEPT for one tiny matter: your affairs ARE MY

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan
The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

PLACE OR WITH THE PAPER THAT SERVES JOURNALISM AT ITS FINEST TO INVOLVE SELVES IN
CLANDESTINE CIA-TYPE SHENANIGANS.
The
reason
of Civil War time was so effective
and so respected was that it had good writers, good and
honest journalism, and was built on integrity and publit displayof allcontent. Wasn’t Mr. Garrison in favor
of and led the battle to free the slaves? Indeed-and we
are
as intent upon freeing YOU SLAVES today!
You DO need a New Republic but I don’t know if you
actually need or want a Ronn Jackson government. Let
h’tm k eep his promises TO ME and I will leave his
government completely ALONE, or will help him-IF
goodly intent is the ONLY intent toward freedom of, by

in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a ,faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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and FOR the people. IT IS NOT ALRIGHT TO BASH
OR GASH THE HANDS THAT HELP, HOWEVER.
And lastly on the subject: 1 CANNOT DO ANYTHING ABOUT THE LACK OF GOOD SPELLING,
TYPING OR GRAMMAR IN THAT PAPER AND
FAXES COMING FROM THAT SECTOR. 1 HAVE
NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY OF IT, NO MATTER
WHAT IT SAYS OR HOW IT IS SAID! 1 find it a waste
of funds to be faxing all the paper around the globe as
if everyone just got off the money-wagon while the
wagon is empty. With this in mind, why do you think
1 have input to their spelling? Please, 1 am bad enough
at my own spelling of your crazy English language.
Somehow readers think 1 am behind the
1 am NOT, 1 was told
and it was agreed that if we would get Mr. Jackson OUT
he would participate in writing for our paper, CON1 see that is not likely to happen for 1 am not
interested in exchanging one monarchy or dictatorship
for that of ANOTHER. Someone needs to lead, yes, but
when the leader depends on everyone else for supplying
that which HE promised--that
is not leadership-it
becomes labeled a “con-job”.
1 do not wish to be
connected to such labels as we have enough problems of
our very own. Neither do 1 understand this sudden need
for so many of you to complain to ME. Jackson tells us,
regularly, to butt out of HIS BUSINESS and that it is
“none of your business”.
WE, FURTHER, KNOW
NOTHING ABOUT ANY LAND CLAIMS, FEES FOR
FILING CLAIMS, CERTIFICATES OR BUSINESS
AGREEMENTS---EXCEPT
Mr. Jackson told us
he could AND WOULD fund, immediately (within
three working days of his release), our ptojects as
proposed in formal proposal format with business plans.
He agreed to fund Wally Gentleman for the making of
and other films-according
to formal proposals. Our agreement is to borrow the funds against the
projects in a formal business manner run through viable, ethical and legal corporations SO THERE WOULD
BE NOTHING TO WHICH A COMPLAINT OF ANY
REGULATION VIOLATION WOULD OR COULD
OCCUR. WE ARE NOT IN THE CLANDESTINE
OPERATIONS-WE
WANTTODO SOMEPROJECTS
AND HE SAID HE COULD GET THE FUNDS-LONG,
LONG AGO. On numerous occasions, starting over a
year ago, our people were calling the bank into which
the funds were to first flow, twice daily-for
it was
stated that it was “in transfer”. It appears it was “in the
mail” for nothing showed up except the rotten egg on
the face.
Mr. Jackson says he has inside-operations experience and permission to handle funds from the Committee of 16, now 17, and 1 accept that statement. A man
is as good as his word and he has given us his word.
Therefore, 1 consider that he is doing all he can and the
best he can. That means he will manage this funding
and operation of leadership the best he can, or he won’t,
whichever is worthy of his word. 1 keep my word; 1
expect everyone with whom 1 associate or work to do
likewise. “GOD’S DELAYS DO NOT MEAN GOD’S
DENIALS”. 1 can speak for no OTHER.
1 would suggest, however, that you who work in the
offices of Mr. Jackson who now question OUR intentstop the clandestine secret operations IF you expect
help in moving forward.
1 am angry that there are
people in trouble over in New Mexico and that we are
expected to somehow solve it when we have been told in
no uncertain terms to “mind your own business” and
“keep out of ours”. May the bread be as sweet on your
lips as on ours.
Are we “distancing” ourselves from
1 hope not. 1 am responding to the
stacks of correspondence falling to me. 1 am not a part
of such activities and have no way, otherwise, to respond.
assumption, since so much is taking place,
or has taken place, without my involvement or supposed knowledge, is that 1 am in no position to further,
at the very least, comment. CONTACTwas asked to run
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a form asking about a New Republic,
used
its address but we are told that the mail received was
diverted to special handling by Mr. Jackson’s people in
Louisiana. It supposedly arrived at the mail place, was
picked up and stored and then shipped by trucks to
Louisiana.
only received a few handfuls of
mail regarding the “forms” so the assumption is that
the mail was diverted since there was somewhere between 31 and 33 million pieces received, we were
informed. It is upsetting to realize, however, that mail
can be diverted without so much as written permission
by the BOX HOLDER.
Do 1 actually believe everything 1 am told? NO, but
if a man, 1 repeat, introduces himself as Jesus Christ, 1
will always speak to him as Mr. Christ. 1 am NOT
ANOTHER’S BOND. FURTHERMORE-l
DO NOT
ATTEND MR. JACKSON’S BUSINESS, APPARENTLY NOT EVEN WHERE IT DOES INVOLVE ME.
Today WE need a tractor-and
without a tractor a New
Republic is of no value to us AT ALL! Now, who does
Mr. Jackson serve? Well, it obviously is NOT ME, so
why do you continue and continue to ask? Why, in
addition, is it the same questioners over and over again
after 1 have responded? Mr. Jackson’s verv life depends on me keeping OUT OF HIS BUSINESS. 1 honor
that requirement and thusly try my best to keep out of
his business so that he falls into no more jeopardy than
he, himself, establishes.
Certainly no one will be
getting into legal trouble through my business plansEVER. 1 would suppose that his PRIOR friends are
making it quite difficult for him. 1 make every possible
effort to not make it more difficult. You people live in
a nasty world filled with some pretty nasty people at the
level of game-playing of this magnitude of fantasy or
dreams of change.
What is not seen and what is not happening are
more likely references to our TRUTH than anything
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that does come down according to THEIR PLAN 2000.
“They” are further from total “mind control of the
population” than they were last week or yesterday,
friends, for God works in most MYSTERIOUS ways
HIS WONDERS TO PERFORM! Every individual who
comes into TRUTH through these efforts-is
not capable of falling to “their” mind-warp lies. KNOWING
is the answer and the more who KNOW the tricks and
plans--the less who will be subject to their blarney and
mischief. If you would pull off your witches’ hats and
put on your Angel wings, you just might make it,
costume buffs-but unfortunately false wings won’t let
you fly, so do what you will and with whom you will, for
1 am not sent to coerce, force, or DO anything save
WRITE and GUIDE for those who ask same. We have
done a lot of both and still can’t afford a tractor for the
little research farm or replace all the other things taken
and secreted away to places KNOWN but untouched.
The price of having new keys made for remaining
equipment is NOTHING compared to the price which is
already paid by the perpetrator of such garbage games.
An exposed thief and liar is sometimes the only value
of an experience. Sometimes the vary thief/liar didn’t
realize he/she WAS ONE until ai:-r the acts are done
and the rewards are headed back upon the gamesman.
Be it ever so humble there is simply no place like truth
and integrity in responsible actions.
Also beware,
perpetrators of nasty games upon my people, for the
investigations required to find the tiny things-ofttimes uncover the large indiscretion&‘And,
further,
to teach your children this kind of behavior is an error
which will reap such terrible rewards for the entire
measure of your existence as to astound. For verily 1 say
unto you: “The sins of the father shall be rested upon
his children.” EVERY TIME-UNTIL
THE CHILD
TURNS AWAY FROM THE WRONG TEACHINGS
AND EXAMPLES.

in the U.S. at the old Presidio at San Francisco. That
is also where Michael Aquino resides, head of Mind
Control and a public figure in Mind Control and the
Church of Satan. Accident? No, and moreover, it
means it has to be permitted
and arranged BY
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA IN CONJUNCTION WITH SUCH
AS THE CROWN OF ENGLAND AND THE
HELMSMEN
OF THE SOVIET UNION (never
mind “Russia”)). .

Nothing happened? Oh yes it did--the pulse-grid
system didn’t work and now the Shuttle crew will have
All of you took
to warm their landing tires-AGAIN.
one more sound look at mayhem and costume parties to
do your mischief and hidden “freedom” behind masks
and “let’s pretend”.
Satan grabbed another inch in
your doorways!
By the way, the Queen of England went visiting
New Zealand and Australia to be there on the infamous
Halloween holiday. Why might that be, brethren? Two
However, a lot of you nice guys are catching on to
reasons would be suspected: (1) It is where the under- the immoral mischief of the would-be-gods. Enough of
ground sheltering for the Royalty is placed; AND (2) It you are actually petitioning GOD to assist you in
is the central location (hub) of child-slavery and Skull getting on your path of freedom and information as to
and Bones-type renewal rituals. It is an area on the be receiving that intervention for which you have
globe still maintained (as is Canada) as a satellite of pleaded. Do not rest on your oars, dear brothers, just
England.
Remember also, readers, the Queen of because you make it one more day without the bloodEngland is the wealthiest business-woman in the world. bath-for alternatives are always the shrewd gift of the
Also remember that the English Throne owns most of unGodly courtiers in the royal court of the Crowned
the business in the good old U.S.A.! Remember that Clowns. By the way, especially don’t forget Georgie
many of your most IMPORTANT agencies are Bush and his twit-twigs for they are all bound into the
actually branches of British Intelligence hooked in Skull and Bones Societies for World Control through
with the Soviet-Israeli Intelligence.
These in turn his New World Order. Bush’s whole mission is to bring
are the very beating HEART of Satanism, The Cult about the New World Order SANS GOD CREATOR. 1
of National Security, The Zionist New World Order hope it scares the pants off you people-but
George
and other groups such as the Anti-Defamation
Bush is still the most important one man in the United
League, The Gorbachev Foundation, etc. They are the States even if you don’t see him around very much.
central mind control of the United Nations organizaKissinger pales in comparison as a puppet on the
tion.
strings of the Masters of the puppets. Moreover, the
Please remember that Gorbachev has his oneration
political structure is in warp-overdrive.
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AND APPRECIATION

Please, a note from Doris: I am too embarrassed to
allow another day to pass without publicly thanking
you wonderful friends “out there”.
I have carried
addresses about with me, lost them, found them, and
time rushes by without me doing more than feeling
guilty about not doing my personal thank yous.
To share just a bit with all of you and in hopes that
you will read this because my “must dos” don’t get
done, please know that it is not Kathy, Karen or Diane
at fault for delays in thanking you. I never should
interfere for when I do so in thinking I WILL get to
letters and notes, I don’t and then am too embarrassed
to face myself-you
know, look yourself in the mirror
and can’t.
For every nasty note I get, so many of you share
with us that my heart overflows in gratitude-for
always, it seems, with the bad news of the day comes a
reminder of someone’s warm and caring gifts to Hatonn
but which I get to handle, open and hold for a little while.
I am asked not to name names because of privacy
but many of you have sent coins or medallions to use in
the colloidalizing-one
person even sent a memorial
gold-plated plate left by her mother who wanted us to
have it for the processing. One sent an assortment of
silverware, a collection, one piece dated 1913. One
person sent an assortment of gold watches that don’t
work but are beautiful in their presentation, along with
a ring, necklace of pure silver and some coins in
addition. One person sent a wedding ring and a class
ring (all precious to the holder) and we are blown away
by the caring generosity.
Then, there are the “I care” packages of which
Christmas is nothing outstanding beside the loving
gifts-one
package contained everything from a wardrobe of blouses, skorts, wonderful soap, pantyhose,
painted shirts, an Indian beaded shirt, and on and ona boxfirl of one delightful hand-chosen thing after
another.
Then one beautiful person sent decorated
sweatshirts with sunflowers and one with BIRDS which
I love. These things came when my world looked about
as painful and dark as it ever has-1 had just been

From

pronounced as “totally Evil” and represented the “Devil
Satan”.
Some days, friends, KNOWING just isn’t
enough to sop up the “hayfever” tears.
One of the most wonderful persons I have neglected
in appreciation, however, is Sutton (his last name, from
Colorado).
He not only sent us a “care” package
envelope but also offered us his antique tractor with
log-splitter. He had sent us some gold coins along the
way and was actually THE ONE who allowed us to offer
gold colloid because the first colloids were from coins
sent over the years and saved for that most rainy day
and that day came in a most delightful day that has
offered MANY a day of health and well-being. We are
getting such wonderful and quite incredible stories
about the results of Hatonn’s “research” solutions (of
every kind). And then there is our Canadian friend,
Victor S., who is a constant reminder that God has
people EVERYWHERE. This can’t even include the
other Canadians who seem to proliferate with each
week. There is also Lester in New Zealand who has
been a friend for the past seven years and sent some of
the best information we have had. Dr. Cloutier sends
jelly, jam, garlic and other things to make you socially
unacceptable along with Spelt products to test the
baker’s products. He also sends sugar and syrup from
the Fall maple gatherings back East and in Canada.
The love comes in pendants with angels, ankhs and
poems, cards and notes of encouragement.
I can honestly say that these are the fuels which allow us to take
one more step beyond the last and puts into perspective
the journey here.
Some days I think there is no way to go on because
of physical restrictions, usually, because the cup seems
quite empty. But we DO go on and in taking that next
step into the unknown-it
works out somehow.
I guess I should even thank Paul L. who lives HERE
in town- who has started some dang-fool soup “diet”
around and had the nerve to actually lose a lot of
weight. The magic recipe flnally made it back to my
room the same day as Joan brought the most outrageous
chocolate cake for my birthday! Now, I ask you-which
would YOU choose? Well, I needed something to eat
while I make the soup but I do remember long, long ago
when the soup worked wonders on much younger people
than we are now. I finallv. made it to being able to get

Social Security at a reduced rate (extremely reduced
from what I hoped) but not old enough for Medicare and
now I think they will slash it so good health becomes a
necessity-thankyou
God.
I realize that I can’t possibly recognize everyone
here but some things must-be shared in this manner for
the “gifts” are for us ALL. Margie made a cross
between a pillow and a quilt and it has about 10 million
hand stitches which tell the whole story of Tehachapi’s
escapades from our travels here to depicting houses,
vehicles, friends, etc., even to the tiny bottles of colloids. I can’t imagine the love that went into each
finger prick through each meeting while I was “away”
and she stitched every word into that quilt.
Today my room is a garden. I know that some of the
flowers are for Hatonn and “thank you” to him for a
very personal gift to a child in trouble. That is flnehe can’t use them up there and they are here in all their
wonder and fragrance-by
the bundle-full.
Mostly I am asked to keep silent about “who” so I
honor that request but I must publicly tell you that our
cup runs over and always God and YOU fill it when the
breaks happen and the contents all seem to run upon the
floor into a puddle. There truly is no group here so we,
along with others here, feel quite alone and always
there is an enemy among us, I suppose, but there are
also some incredibly wonderful friends along this way.
Commander Hatonn keeps telling us of the days
when we will all sit by the fireplace and exchange tales
and dreams with nothing to do but share. I keep
nabbing onto that but don’t seem to ever learn WHICH
Winter will that be? This one? NO! THIS WINTER,
I SEE, IS FOR CALORIELESS SOUP AND WRITING,
INSTEAD OF READING. (I HAVEN’T READ THE
BOOKS AND CMDR. MUMBLES SOMETHING
ABOUT “BUSY HANDS VS. IDLE HANDS...!)
Thank you for an opportunity to offer appreciation
to you people out there who keep us glued together back
here. My job is only the most TINY beginning and
there is no way to thank everyone along the way who
attend the words and, finally, you who read them and
recognize them as worthy in truth. Every second of
every writing became overwhelmingly CONFIRMED
as we watched the million-man march on Washington
D.C. in love and peace as God shut down the bloody
plans for war-before
our eyes and the eyes of the
Adversary’s cameras. Perhaps, after all, HOPE can be
enough to avoid the Seventh Sign and the empty halls
of souls in Heaven. So, I suppose I had best get back to
the keyboard concerto. And, let me tell you something
I have learned: when I am down and feeling pity for
self-all I have to do is write and I find Cathy O’Brien,
Randy Weaver, WACO, and Dr. Gresch, AMONG
THOUSANDS, and I HAVE m PROBLEMS.
11/2/95 #l
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CAN YOU SEE “MY” PROBLEMS

NOW?

Dharma asks for a paragraph and takes twenty!!
Moreover she does it at least once every year or so. I
shall have to DUE her back in her corner or as I often
threaten-put-the
duct tape over her mouth or, at the
least, mittens on her fingers. Oh what we have to put
up with... in Heaven.
Along those lines of thought, however, I would like
to offer a reminder about that which goes forth and is
called “reputation” for “image” and it may help in the
discernment and appreciation for evaluating self:
and
and
Therefore, I pronounce Dharma as a pretty good character and a friend I am grateful to know for we go back
so far as to boggle minds who might confront the
possibilities-but
then, DON’T WE ALL?
It is also said that “In prosperity our friends know
us; in adversity we &now
” How true-and
WE HAVE ABUNDANCE IN FRIENDS, therefore, all
else is unworthy of our attention.
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warm smile and friendly hands. They want you back
again! ! My wonderment is this: why do you wait to be
ill to pamper yourself a bit? Could you not just say that
“for the next three days I must rest, have some privacy
without problems in my face, and withdraw to heal and
renew”? Could you not do this without having to have
mutilation, mutation, or fearful anticipation7
No, I
suppose not. But, the ones I really think are exceptional are the ones who go forth among you and work
in spite of whatever disease they may bear. Far more
sick days are taken from the workplace for other than
sickness than you can possibly imagine-people
like to
work with their buddies and SPREAD THE DISEASE
if they are actually ill. Who wants to waste a good day
off being sickly? More sick days are ACTUALLY taken
as a result of hangovers from alcohol, parties, late
hours and drugs-than
all the rest put together. The
“flu” has such a bad usage that when you actually GET
THE FLU, you create such massively devastating disease as to have no treatment. Of course penicillin will
cure the hangover flu-but it won’t even slow up the
Dengue hemorrhage. Think about these things carefully for they will be what saves your assets.
The real dis-ease is between the ears-so be pleased
when you find a lump that can be removed! That is, of
course, if you expect to also cure the invaders between
those ears.
Ah, but I also hear about the possibility of death
from anesthesia, etc. Interestingly enough-you
may
know your surgeon BUT HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
THAT ANESTHESIOLOGIST?77 Surgeons don’t usually kill patients-but
anesthesiologists often do so.
Moreover, I hear about the numbers of ‘near-death”
experiences from the surgical table. Oh? And what is
wrong with THAT? Is it so difficult to spend a bit of
time with God and an Angel or two? Is it so hard to
confront the needs of this place vs. THAT place and
realize the REALITY OF THE TWO IN THEIR SEPARATE CATEGORIES? What actually is your FEAR?
Your FEAR is that you are frightened of possible
CHANGE and lack of enough growth to give Fa.duation-time its rightful place in the passage of sequence.
When you KNOW and can realize that there IS LIFE
AFTER EVERYTHING OR ANYTHING-perhaps
you
can relax a bit and smell those flowers which will be
brought to your view-if they have any flavor or aroma
remaining from their hybrid-tampering.
YOU GO
SMELL A ROSE FROM THE GARDEN AND THEN
SMELL ONE FROM THE FLORIST! What man tries
desperately to accomplish is an ARTIFICIAL life without emotions of human experience, with plenty of
wealth to avoid EXPERIENCING CHALLENGE and
perfection of OTHERS to meet your reqnirements.
Is
this likely to happen? Not in twenty life-times of
nothing but Sundays.
I can tell you this, about yourselves: You test your
own status with every insult to your being. When you
have illness, damage, or just setbacks in the journey’s
planning-you
test your own ability to cope, to trust,
your faith, your ability to recover and your status with
GOD. If the insult is critical you must then make
choices within-as to passage from the mortal status or
to return to the challenge. You will at that time decide
properly for the facts are ALL there before you to SEE
AND HEAR. Then you will ask your Guides for permission to make choices-it
is a wondrous thing and
time is not considered.
Your Guides, however, may
well take you to the place of God or walk with you-and
those who have gone before. You will choose as to
placement. If your own journey is not finished in the
mortal manifestation, you will return; if it is sufficient
for further growth-you will stay in the immortal until
you find the next assignment for soul. IF your life has
been “good”, you will find the goodly company all
about you and the pull to “rest” may well be the choice.
1.sthis so bad? You constantly complain to me about
your fatigue, your tiredness, your weariness with the
journey there upon the stage called mortal and the
endless challenges of task.

To Zita,WithLove
That All MavHaveHealth
J
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A LETTER
EVERYONE

HATONN
TO ZITA
WHO
CARES

I ask to reference this writing “To Zita” because of
the subject material I take opportunity to cover.
I have carefully watched reactions and responses to
her circumstance and I marvel that you people of Earth
are not in worse shape than you are in actuality. If you
could but heal the attitudes-how
wondrous it would
be!
Zita has been diagnosed with breast cancer. Oh?
And just what might be breast cancer? “Cancer” itself
is simply representative of normal cells which somehow mutate and continue to “gather” and grow in a
form of mutation. There is only ONE serious cancer
and that is wrong assumptions IN THE MIND! Cell
mutation and immune systems which malfunction or
are overloaded is all you have otherwise. And, better
yet, these mutations will make every feasible effort to
GATHER together. So, if you have a gathering-get
rid of it and, often times, since little else is ever
actually changed following surgery-get
rid of it as fast
as possible.
What is there about the confrontation so devastating to a being? The fact that great monsters are made
of perfectly normal body reactions at the cellular level.
Ah, but won’t it kill us? No-the cancer may well be
the invasive intruder which causes OTHER THINGS
TO MALFUNCTION but otherwise it simply distorts
its own way through normal tissues until it obstructs,
constructs or destructs if left to its own demanding path
without penalty.
But isn’t this frightening? Of course! I do not ask
lessening of fright and concern-FEAR
IS NOT ACCEPTABLE! Fear continues the drama while concern
and care remove the problem and, thus, the drama. So,
dear ones, what does this statement tell you? In our
own individual ways we DO handle our assaults and
sometimes the more dramatic the circumstances the
more we can love and give attention to these attitudes
and scenes which we write into our own play.
Dharma, I want a lesson for you RIGHT HERE
AND RIGHT NOW, please. This lesson we are writing
is FAR MORE IMPORTANT than being in a hospital
hallway remembering all the negative incidents of past
experience and prattling to Rick about possibilities and
probabilities.
Nothing you would do is more worthy
than learning your own lessons. You want Zita to
KNOW your heart and mind are with her? Then do m
job and let the physicians do theirs. 1f”something goes
wrong” just what do you think you would do? It has
already been turned over to God and to Zita-the
surgeons are, factually, incidental technicians.
So why would Zita have to undergo extensive surgery and not just wait and see what happens? Because
of the lessons for many of you-right
here. She would
not “just get well”. She had begun fo focus on almost
nothing else than that lump. I would prefer it not be
opened but it was-and
so seed cells are released to
land and set crops elsewhere without ever a lessening of
the ATTENTION and focus on the misfit cellular structure. It is, then, better to surgically remove the culprits

so the mind can put it aside. Zita is not sick, she is not
maimed, she is not deformed for there will be reconstructive surgery and therefore she is only going to
pay the price of the surgical incisions as to healing.
She has available, now, all the necessary items for
healing and the exterior chest procedures will not be as
PAINFUL as was the twisted ankle-or at the least not
very much. Remember that people do this to themselves to have a different shape than God offered.
So what is this all about? It is about people taking
an opportunity that is otherwise neglected-at
give a
focus, love, appreciation and caring to another. Enjoy
this for what it is-an opportunity. This is what all this
is about emotionally for you who know “there but for
the Grace of God, go I”. So, do what you will and
ENJOY the opportunity-but
please call it what it IS
and not an opportunity to air all the painful or devastating laundry.
I am asked, already, about what to do next-IF.. . 1
If what? Are the surgeons so ill-skilled as to leave
great masses of unwanted tissue? Do we have to offer
the surgeons the rest of our bodies and life to fit their
malpractice needs? No, I would not compromise GOOD
HEALTH (which Zita enjoys) to poison and massive
radiation. USE YOUR WISDOM AND BRAINS. Give
the offensive tissue to the altar of the scalpel but do not
give yourself to that altar as well. Take additional
amounts of colloids to prevent infections of the worst
kinds and/or bear fear of same. Get it out, heal it up,
and take a few days to rest and recover stamina. I can
tell you right now that Zita has far less to heal than did
Kathy with surgery which was not related to cancer in
any way-but likewise necessary. I suggest that hospital imprisonment be minimal, if possible in every
instance, for I feel that hospitals are hazardous to your
health, especially now when so much more is relied
upon worthless antibiotics than is given to sanitation
and care in preventing the spread of dis-ease carriers.
If alien (another’s) blood is used for any reason-do a
double intake of colloids and Drias for at least a week
until the immune system can kick out invaders.
You need to rely on the Priests of the cult of
“medicine”-but
you do not have to sacrifice your
remaining health and bodies to them. I simply don’t
think that most of you realize that you GET SICK to
AVOID LIVING! I also don’t think that you realize
how many simply die to avoid the return to living in the
mortal world. If one young man had not given his very
life in mortal form-none of you would be enjoying our
communion NOW. Let us honor, respect, revere and
accept the things which take place-one
piece, one
step, one thought-at
a time! Gather every POSITIVE
aspect of each individual experience-ah,
even write
them down if you would. The precious and loving
nurse, the caring physician, the beauty of each flower
sent in love and sharing-every
step of a weary technician-every
thing must be appreciated-EVERYTHING!
If you attended you won’t notice the negative aspects anyway so don’t look for them and ignore those
things. Remember that today a hospital for elective
procedures SERVES the patient in order to draw them
back. Don’t give me the old “the food is terrible”,
either. The food is usually the same gooey unhealthy
stuff you demand every day-served
usually with a
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You will each see in each fear a different image.
When Dharma has an accident or carelessness proves to
be potential damage-she
quickly refers to her HANDS
for she would feel worthless and incapable without use
of her fingers and hands. Another may well think of
head injury, or a runner, his feet. When you can think
instantly of SOUL, and consequences of foolish actions, you will take less foolish chances-especially
in
the use of equipment manmade for carriage or transportation hither and yon in your mortal plane. How many
lives are changed FOREVER because of a hasty move to
turn in front of an oncoming vehicle!?!?
Was the 5
second “get ahead of’ worth the consequences?
Is it
worthy of the 5 seconds even if there are no untoward
consequences? Do YOU have a right to jeopardize the
lives of those with you at such times of decision if you
are at the wheel? WHAT IS YOURDAMNED HURRY?
WHAT IS THERE ABOUT LIVING THAT GIVES
YOU CAUSE TO BE IN SUCH A BIG HURRY? WHAT
IN THE WORLD ARE YOU GOING TO DO WHEN
YOU “GET THERE”‘?
COULDN’T YOU HAVE
STARTED SOONER-OR ON TIME? WHAT IS THIS
NEED TO RUSH HITHER AND YON CONSTANTLY
IN YOUR BIG MACHINES-WITH
YOUR BRAINS
ON AUTO-PILOT? WHAT YOU DO IN ACTUALITY
IS USUALLY HURRY UP TO WAIT SOMEWHERE
ELSE. BEING “ON TIME” IS ONE OF THE MOST
WORTHY TRAITS I CAN ASK-BUT TO RUSH TO
NONSENSE JUST TO WAIT FOR ANOTHER’S NONSENSE IS WITHOUT MERIT. So, the next question is
why are you not “on time” and will fast driving solve
the lateness which was your inattention and selfcenteredness in the first place? If you are truly distracted by needs which arise-so,
you have good reason-otherwise
you have ONLY excuses. There are
many differences in the two words and meanings. ONE
“reason” is sufficient and if there are TWO, bully for
you, if there are MORE-they
are but EXCUSES!
Why is there such driving need for alternative life
styles and alternate states of mental being? What calls
to the being to experience these things? New realities?
New expressions? NO-IT IS FEAR OF FAILURE OF
THE EXPERIENCE IN WHICH YOU
When you
can be who you are, where you are, and WHEN you
ARE-then
and only then will you have gained insight
and worthiness of progression beyond the “escape”
mode. When the words you write have meaning beyond
the writing of the alphabetical scribble-you
have arrived! Age is that which you use to count your time
until the next experience and some miss the entire
journey in the mortal in efforting to live in the immortal-not
as grown souls but simply as ascended something or other. When you can ACTUALLY LIVE AND
EXPERIENCE IN THE STATE IN WHICH YOU FIND
YOURSELF-YOU
HAVE ARRIVED! When you can
see and recognize the worthy help in allowing you
progression
to this wondrous expression-you
are
BLESSED. When you accept the blessings and move on
in recognition,
appreciation and love-it
is called
GRACE. When you move beyond Grace you will find
yourself WITHIN GOD.
When you experience Grace within God you don’t
need to look at the twinkling lights in the night sky
except for the communion with brethren. You won’t
need reassurance by means of silver ships and/or angel’s
tears or laughter-you
will have peace and KNOWING
within. All else becomes but frosting on your cake
which you save to eat “after you lose weight”, or
something equally as silly. If you REALLY want to
accomplish something you don’t wait for the cake or
the frosting-you
WON’T NEED either. It is as simple
as losing weight, as a matter of fact-if you simply long
for the cake when you can’t have it-what
are you
doing? You are NOT living in the moment but still
hoping for the magic “out there somewhere”. So, you
use discipline while always wanting the cake and finally, what do you do? You eat the cake which offers
the very problem you had in the first place. When you
can enjoy the cake while disallowing it to damage
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you-again,
you have arrived! Also, again, it is that
which is eating you that is your problem (between those
ears) and not that which you eat.
You think I have come a long way from Zita’s
hospitalization for surgery and the subject to which I
have moved? NO, I HAVEN’T. YOU ponder it!
Can you live your life in mortality as if each action
is YOUR LEGACY to that which will surely follow?
Do you? Is your passage worthy-of
self? No other
opinion is important for if your passage is unworthy
YOU ARE THE FIRST TO KNOW. If it is worthy,
GOD is the first to honor you. It may seem strange that
human first recognizes his unworthiness and doubts his
worthiness and you might wonder why this might be so.
It is quite simple in that mortal experience is where the
lessons are learned-and
a lot of unworthiness is practiced by the human mortal in the classroom but
This one fact, however, is good enough reason to tend your OWN BUSINESS rather than another’s because, while you tend
another’s, you are sorely neglecting your own. This is
the same truth as trying to offer another his responsibility lessons and/or trying to be responsible FOR ANOTHER-you
cannot! YOU can only have
regarding another and your OPINION is usually not

worth a tinker’s damn-unless
requested. How many
lives do we try to live-OTHER
THAN OUR OWN?
There is a lesson that, if learned, makes ALL the
difference in everything you encounter. God does not
interfere or coerce, force or drag YOU anywhere in
anything. Intervention and response is always available if the intent is sincere and REQUESTED. If this
stance is fine and practiced by GOD-is it not good
enough for YOU? It IS good enough for me, demanded
OF me, and I, further, in action find it best FOR YOU.
To be “called” evil-DOES NOT
IT SO, but it
certainly reflects poorly on the name-callers. You see,
chelas, I never act in such manner that I have to
apologize to my Creator and therefore a bunch of
opinions scattered about ABOUT me are of no consequence or value for I KNOW MY PLACE WITHIN
GOD. Truth is based on exactly that, Truth. Errors
may well occur but concept is the foundation upon
which truth prevails. A man is recognized and known
by his WORD-and my mission is one of WORDS and
WORKS and I do both in honor and integrity of MY
WORD as rested in GOD-not MAN’S opinions. Am
I capable of setting up “sting” operations? YOU BET!
Why? So YOU can measure YOUR journey and status-l
ALREADY KNOW MINE! I would like to
repeat something here-a code by which I find easy

Now available in larger bottles. Great for
putting some “on the shelf’ for emergency use.. .
Prices good thru November
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price good only on 1602 & 3202.
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consideration: I live so that I never have to say I’m
sorry -to God. In that way I only need revere and
respect and honor God-never
worship or bend except
as I revere that which is my conception.
Further, I
continually am in communion and appreciation for that
which I am afforded from this wondrous UNIVERSE.
I do not “enjoy” speaking of all things which are
perceived as wrong, nor do I like referencing politicians and controllers of any kind. But these are part of
the things which must be moved beyond so that truth
and reality can be seen as the wonder that they are.
YOU must come to confrontation and understanding of
SELF in that you can move in ever enlarging circles of
growth instead of stagnation and mutation within narrow cell walls. Let go of your crutches and WALK.
Quit taking the “easy” way, leaning upon supports
unnecessary but binding upon thine beings.
I ask you something and use John as example: if he
cannot move beyond the crutches of the walker-how
can he ever have confidence enough to drive and fly and
move outside his bondage? Throw the thing away for if
he could walk with ME, he can walk-he
is not OLD
except between his ears-once again, the location of all
infirmity and crippled behavior. Handicapped is not
the same thing as crippled! I think that if John were put
onto Paul L.‘s soup-you might find miracles in body
and mind-and
that will reflect wondrously on the
positive stance of SOUL. (P.S.: Audrey, it takes the
pain out of menu planning and cooking.) While others
are playing the game-it is fun to also be in the game
instead of “wishing I had done that, too”. Is there not
beauty in having a home for healthy, alert and fun
elderly? Do we have to age and die in bondage and
misery? Cast off the infirmity, get up on your feet, if
you have them yet, and DO SOMETHING instead of
wasting the most precious years of gained knowledge.
He.alth
;.-.
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Serve instead of being served and your lives will blos- THOSE CONDITIONS SO THAT PERCEPTIONS CAN
som instead of wither as the dead flowers-for
at the CHANGE IN OPINIONS REGARDING MYSELF AND
least the passing flowers leave the SEEDS of miracles OUR MISSION.
IF WE REMAIN STRONG AND
in the next season. People wither and pass and that is UPRIGHT IN TRUTH-IT SHALL STAND ALL THE
the end of that, Why? Because you choose to allow it ASSAULTS AGAINST US.
to be! You ARE that which YOU CHOOSE to be.
Now, Dharma, you will ultimately feel better for
RETURN
HEALTH
TO LAW,
TOO
having shared MY time with others rather than sit in a
sterile (or not so sterile) surgery waiting-room this day.
I would add a P.S. here, please. Terry Gross heard
Would you deprive our friends, all, to sit while another EXACTLY what I said about the property case. What
is asleep? Will this not serve Zita better than all the is changed in my direction and instructions is not in the
sitting and waiting in quandary could accomplish7 I do interpretation but in the circumstances. There are now
not say these things to punish you but to remind you of presented some things which make alternatives posresponsibility.
Whatever happens to Zita-it is well sible instead of “throwing in the whole towel”. Pay
with her soul and none of your business. What is your close attention to how the opponent handles the new
business is that you remain the best friend in your circumstances and stance of his new legal opponent.
capability of service. Sometimes that may well be in Terry must be far stronger than the weak and gutless
sitting and holding a hand-even in silence. YOU have sniveling example of what is wrong with-LAW and it’s
to learn to discern the difference in circumstances and practice. Do not let personalities get in the way-hit
quality of friendship service. A FRIEND is one who is hard, hit with every bit of ammunition he has provided
ALWAYS “there” whenever and wherever and what- you-and WIN. It appears the Judge in point has some
ever and there is no such meaning as “distance” or major problems with his own position and it would
“time” for if we treat all as if there are no such thingsappear, from where I sit, that he is going to probably
we shall have earned our wings, and yes, I do take every want to proceed with some diligence to the atrocities of
opportunity, large or small, to offer these lessons, for justice brought prior to this. This is WHY the Grand
beyond and above all things represented here-1 LOVE Jury focus will be most helpful-for
the PEOPLE are
AND CHERISH YOU ONES; I AM YOUR FRIEND fed up with garbage instead of justice and the Grand
AND I HAVE NO GREATER OFFERING TO BRING. Jury can really help clean up the totally unconscionable
I EXPERIENCE SORROW AT THE LOSS OF EVEN and unethical practices which have become the norm
ONE WHO CHOOSES TO NOT BE MY FRIEND AS and not the unusual.
WELL. BUT WE DO THAT WHICH WE CHOOSE IN
There was NO SALE as advertised under LAW. All
ALL INSTANCES AND ANOTHER’S CHOICES ARE else in the games of the opponent is simply more and
NOT MY BUSINESS, EVEN IF I FEEL THEM TO BE deeper conspiracy to unjust treatment of “the people”.
INCORRECT.
GOD ALLOWS IN ABSOLUTE
Terry has given great and in-depth thought to what he
LOVE-BUT
HE PLACES MANY, MANY CONDI- feels is my input and I thank him and he read correctly
TIONS UPON US. I SHALL ALWAYS LIVE WITHIN that which I asked. I do now, however, see possibilities
“’ ‘.
,U.pd~~~e~,
.: otherwise than giving away the farm, so to speak. If we
can keep the COSTS, which are getting unbearable,
under control-the
results will be worthy of far more
than “fees”. Let us not lose this on “fees”, please.
There is so much at stake which will give fame and
.
. .
honor to an attorney who WINS THIS CASE as to
.
boggle the minds of the rest of the ordinary practicing
legal counsels. Right MUST begin to prevail and not
fall to the sword of antics and tactics to simply bury the
righteous for their inability to fight big business and
4--in--1
the rule of money. Since both have to consider costs
For those who have not heard of this new item, I’d research has shown Grape Seed Extract to be more and survival vs. shutting down or being able to conlike to take this time to introduce 4-in-1 to you as one potent). This product is a highly bioavailable antioxi- tinue-let
us move QUICKLY without giving quarter
of the most comprehensive products containing the dant which plainly means that the body really uses the to our enemy and DEMAND hearing, trial, whatever is
hottest nutritional supplements on the market today! product to rid itself of defective cells and restore dam- necessary-NOW!
TAKE CONTROL OF THIS CASE
The four ingredients are Wild Yam (the DHEA pre- aged ones. Once this is accomplished, all tissues, and stop playing Horn’s idiot GAMES. THERE WAS
cursor that is sweeping the country), Grape Seed organs and organ systems can return to balance for NO SALE-AND, THE GLOVES DIDN’T FIT! STOP
Extract (more potent than Pycnogenol),
Ester-C@ optimum health.
BEING DISTRACTED. YOU HAVE THE PROOF SO
Ester-C@ is a revolutionary form of Vitamin C SLAY THE DRAGON AND QUIT PLAYING HIS
(the most absorbable Vitamin C) and the well known
antioxidant Aloe Vera. These substances combine to because it is absorbed into the bloodstream twice as fast GAME UNTIL YOU RUN OUT OF ASSETS AND
produce an intensive program that is said to reverse the and held in the body twice as long as ordinary Vitamin COURAGE. YOU HAVE THE CASE WON-GET IT
damage that has taken place through the years and C (ascorbic acid). Ester-C@ is naturally processed in DONE.
provide balance of hormones and nutritional elements purified water, not solvents. It has a neutral pH which
Then, without pause-go to the Grand Jury-FOR
to help create absolute total health in the body.
eliminates the side effects of Acid Rejection Syndrome THE REST OF THE PEOPLE! How can you change the
One of the elements found in 4-in-1 is Wild Yam found with regular Vitamin C.
nation if GOOD PEOPLE DO NOTHING?
Aloe Vera is a well known plant that has been used
which has been used for centuries as a precursor to
Thank you, Terry, and thank you, Gene. You have
dehydroepianroterone
(DHEA) which is a hormone for over 4,000 years in treating both external and heard me better than did my scribe-and
perhaps that
found naturally within the body. After the age of 20, internal physical conditions.
Scientific studies have tree gets in the way of the forest when the players are
levels of DHEA start to decrease and research has been conducted using Aloe Vera in the treatment of a weary after eight years of struggle which has merited
shown that this decrease accelerates the aging process. wide variety of ailments including heart conditions,
nothing save indebtedness.
Remember that I have to
By normalizing the levels of DHEA in the body, re- HIV infection, diabetes, feline leukemia, ulcers (inter- test my own troops-for
how many battles are lost just
searchers have shown that any number of diseases have nal and external), burns and aging.
as they reach the brink of winning7 You must play the
melted away, such as the reduction of atherosclerosis
Overall, 4-b1 appears to be the Ultimate Nutritional game on the field of mortal reality upon which you
and heart disease. Wrinkles and excessive body fat are Supplementtoaddtoanydiet. Itisraretofindfourofthemost
reside and make your choices, but ride confidently and
also said to diminish due to the hormone balancing
excitingandpowerful nutritionalproductswmppedup in one when you have advantage-USE
IT.
that takes place.
I suggest that this is long enough so that you can
The more information you read package. Aloe Vera and Ester-C@ are renowned for their
regarding Wild Yam, the more convinced you will be medicinal benefits but Grape seed extract and Wild Yam are now go about your business of the day. I offer my
of its profound benefits. It is not adviseable to take on the cutting edge of nutritional products that can give an unlimited love and healing to Zita and I bless her for
Wild Yam if you wish to get pregnant, are pregnant or individualthepotentelementstostayyouthfulandhealt.hyfor
giving, unto us, th$ opportunity.
There is some research that shows a lifetime of quality living. Add these four together and you
are breastfeeding.
In respect, reverence, and ,love--good morning.
this substance to aid in birth control.
potentially have the fountain of youth tied up in one little You must see by this point on the clock turning-that
The Grape Seed Extract is one version of the bottle.
I CAN be in more than one place at a time. Ponder it
more famous product named Prcnoeenol
(although
please. Saly.
- s
I
” .
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?ETER
KAWAJA
4338sugarPineDlive,f3ocaRatol&Rorid;rstrte
(407) 24&8407
1146-95

1 am writing this document for-the preservation of the true facts for the people of America, and protection of
certain other individuals, Much has been happening, far too much to cover in this letter, however, the pace is
being stepped
the clock
countdown is an.
Credible reports from known souses have been received of foreign (some Russian, some German) military
“special ops” crack, well outfitted troops entering US Military bases in brown busses
mirrors and coming in unannounced Also some military bases have already been placed on a 30-day alert for
“deployment*’(shipptxIout for some action), perhaps in a foreign nation, perhaps elsewhere.
The pieces of the puzzle a’zciitiing together faster, and the picture is not nice, for AMERICANS. Bill and
Geraghty sent me
and background. Although quite more involved than this, basically.
they were trying to help Gulf War Veterans who were severely il1after returning from the Gulf. (The following
arc excerpted Quotes) ‘They wcrc also complaining that germ and biological watitie had been used against
them”, and complained about “the inoculations” by the US Military. Bill and Palsy began to speak out and go
on a local radio station - that is
their
They end with “Then on September 8th, I received
.somestartling infomlation on the Gulf War Syndrome (Peter Kawaja’s documents) and felt that it was of the
utmost importance to get the information into the proper hands, so I began writing letters to Congressman Jim
Nussle, Senator Alan Borlaug, State Rep Deo Koenig, Jesse Brown&~. Of VA,....” etc.. They all responded
stating they were not aware of the information and would look into the “allegations” and get back to me. Two
weeks to the day of
first mailing of September 12th, 1 received a phone call from my mother stating that
Brian had come into my &ten place of business to w8m us that the Phoenix Police had been to their home and
they informed them of our location. The police
NOT to warn us of
plans ...*‘.etc. Bill
I are not criminals. We have clean recor& we work hard, and are good people. If you were to c&k into
our
would find that we are well liked by our friends and of good reputation. Out only
“crime” is that ue know LIXImuch and refbse to keep quiet. We choose to tell the truth about the terrible:
crimes that have been committed by our government against it’s people and will not stop doing so until the
criminals are
(End quote excerpts).
had testified
him some time ago *hen he was accused of wearing his uniform/impersonating a police
offim. There is so much more their story. They tried to kill Patsy by injection. Both of them ure now
“fugitives”, ycl they have committed no crime that 1 am atire of, othex than speaking out. These
that
need help, and 1 want the world to know what is happening in America, to Americans. To further
DOD/VA and pt’v~~rsthat be are achvely shutt&g down anyone who supports Peter Kawaja and his efforts
to help Gulf
I am sending you via another
proof that at least one active
Serviceman was M’RDIXED ! shot to death, because he was vtifLing something for me. Yes,
killed
of their own, and the civilian poptdation still doesn’t believe what happened in the Gu\f, much less what is
about happen to a!1 of them. They have declared open WAR against the American Public, who arc still
sleeping. Guard this information well, Sit. I am sending it to you only so you can have he evidence itself, so
you see this is not arkallegation, so you can write about it and stand on what you write. &z prepared for ‘qhings”
in
with guns, I have warned you - G*~rn yourself
accordingly. Nothirg is here-let them
! Bill and Patsy Geraghty DARED to distribute my information. 1
word form others in CANADA, who state they would be arrested if caught passing out my
information. The Government has come out of the closet against me, Jxxause some people are actually starting
to open their eyes, to listen, tu
the
It has wst someone their life, others are now fugitives, and
many others have fled for fear
1
in this document, more till come lo you.
Another Gulf Veteran doing his own inve&igation has resurfaced. Jim Brown called Scott Wheeler of the USA
Patriot Network. &own confirmed that Wheeler
his statements without ever talking to Peter Kawaja or
obtaining any background information, other than listening to Denise Nicols. However. Mr. Wheeler claims to
be an investigative rtrporter, who was working on the Meena Arkansas (Clinton) case. 1 have never read any
? Jim Brown then proceeded to explain to Wheeler who Peter
document or heard about him
Kawaja was and then sent him information on some of Kawaja’s evidence, to include a copy
attached
DOD “classified” report, confirtlring (Prussian blue) Blue Acid, and a certain US process company (Pll’). This
is not an allegation of Kawajn. but an actual OOVERNMENT(DOD) Document.
to apologize,
I am not holding my breath.
The VA has
canceled the November 15th Medical review of Andrew Colesanti, a Gulf Veteran diabmosed
the VA as having GWS, but was never in the Gulf. This cancellation came a&r he announced that Peter
Kawaja would be attending with him. The VA and DOD have a real problem with Peter Kawaja. Just when
they think it ‘is safe to get back in the water..... . For example, can anyone answer me why the U.S. Military
signed
with TAMIMl <Arabicfor SAFEWAY)in JUNE of 1990 (prior to the Gull’War), for
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l-billion dollars per
for FOOD for U.S. Troops who were to come (future tense) to Saudi in ‘L.ARGE
NUMBERS, and-reniain 85 a strong U.S. Presence -? Gee, how coincidental, that Saddam Houssein gets a
green light to move on
and we are surp&d and a war occurs, coincidence ? If so, what about the
“Peace Shield Bid”, prior IXIDesert Shield (just “name” coincidence), which was a project to build air force
bases in Saudi Arabia. HCIWabout the BILLIONS of dollars in missiles and war materials 8oin8 through the
Port of Jedda ? What akwt those ships belonging to Geor8e Bush that waited fully loaded for over a year,
READY for “the war” ? Coincidence you say, the war was not planned you say 7 Okay, 1 also want IObuy that
swamp land you say is above :ea level. Think that is all ? It gets worse. Would the DOD or anyone like to
confirm for me the “allegation” of NUCLEAR DETONATIONSduring the Gulf War ? Say what ? - how
about these map coordinates /markers on the maps issued to our troops, anyone care to figure the locations out ?
B NG-38-7,NG-38-8,NG-38-11,NG-38-12,N&38-15, NG-38-16,R.iyadh,Past the second mountain range, 2hours drive to Sultan Range. (I think that’s correct)
The Gulf War was one bi:g experiment, a testing ground for all the new toys, the newest weapons of mass
destruction, and AMERICANS were a major part of the Guinea Pigs. Now we are ficing a WORLDWIDE
outbreak, soon coming to the Civilian Populations, and already spreading here in America.
The following is a quote from this Sunday’s (NovO5th,1995)edition of the bndon MAIL (newspaper) just
faxed to me by certain “friend. and written by Tim Sebastian who works for the BBC and was here three
times to interview some people. Mr. Sebastian also writes articles for the Mail. (an excerpt) : To date
governments have denied the presence of chemical weaPons
the Gulf Theater - not once. but many
times. They have gone on denying it - and promised to continue that denial indefinitely. One Congrt---ional
Investigator
told
direct quote).
THAT is (part of) the mes‘sage(and threat) which was also delivered to Peter Kawqja in 1991, written back in
1991,not today, long before this article, and filed as part of my evidence in my Law Suit against some of these
Terrorist Agents, for committing Treasonous WAR CRIMESagainst
They have come right out America.,and told you to your face, THEY KNOW, but they wit1 NEVER tell you,
just like they decided NOT to tell you about the POW/lvUA’sof Vietnam.
However, this is worsq Agent Orange was not contagious, GWS “IS’ ! In next week’s issue,
will cover the BIOLOGlCALS,look
it.
_

SpdOptatiott
Free&n (M&land., Florida) 407-740-0224,sent a le&?r certified mail (see attached)
to President Clinton regarding Gulf Syndrome Coverup, and states that 22441~s he ma& of Peter Kawaja sent
out through the Postal Service, were ALL erased ! There is lot+ more.
Rick, 1 am concerned, but not scared. Things are already in place if I should die. 1.want you and America to
know, if 1die for any reason, do not believe it, no matter the evidence. They want me dead, badly,
want
to shut up. I am scheduled for some speaking engagements, and 1 cannot remain at home. I have been a
PRISONER in my own home
1 will be brin@ng the WMd to America personally at these
speaking
and TV shows. They already know, these things cannot be kept from them. 1 need to
make the dates PUBt,K, z.othe civilian population knows. The following speaking engagements will be my
last public appearances (if
After that, Americans will
to seek the truth on their own. 1
have paid too heavy a price already, for all that I have endured to sound the warning. Those who have cars, let
them hear.
Novemkr-07, Offi~ Jack Mctib Raio Show.
For
by the Tenth Amendment So&c? and KEWET,
MC’d by radio pcrwnality,
James.
November-JO/Dec.-l 2 The Church of
Pastor David J. Smith / Waxahache Texas. (TV & Radio Broadcast)

Newswatch Magazine, Hosted by

December S/6/7/8 : GRANADAFORUM(sponsors of State Senator Don Rogtrs and Sheriff Richard Mack) .
in Bakersfield California,
January l&22/1996 : GLOBALSCIENCESCONFERENCE-

Florida

That will be it. Unless something unusual hapPens, like Americans waking up. 1.will no longer be available
publicly. As Brother Nord Davis said when certain people tried to k-illhim > It was not yet the appointed time.
I will do all I can to honor thor;e dates, and only God knows the future and what it holds for me. If I should
meet with an UNtimely accident, a plane crash, a drive-by shooting, whatever. Know this,
accident, it was not coincidence, it was not foreign terrorists, it was not Militia Those SocialistKommunist
New World Order, I M Lucifer& are to be held responsible for my execution,
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GulfWarSvndrome
NowEncircling
TheGlobe
that there would be NO TIME AVAILABLE for shutby ting it out of the press via information on this computer
and 9/I 2/95
of wireless super-highway.
You people should by now
CONTACT
realize that our broadcasts are monitored and the enemy works quickly his mischief to perform. YOU have
11/6/95 #l
modems-the
military and intelligence services DO
NOT, they are already the “Big Brother” of Orwell’s
GULF
WARFAREnightmare.
aka GULF
WAR
SYNDROME
I like the way this article begins: ‘The people of
America have yet to learn...” Unfortunately, the people
I am not interested in what you are being told of America think they know it all and certainly there
through the staged media or even through the “staged” could not be greater truth than in the land of the free?!?
grapevine where self-proclaimed”do-gooders”
domore Shocker number one: THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA
damal:e than the perpetrators of the atrocities in the ARE THE MOST ENSLAVED MASSES SINCE TIME
first place. When each man can release his ego feelings BEGAN!
of being able to FIX everything “his way” then, and
What I ask our regular readers to watch carefully is
only then, can you move forward WITHIN INFORMA- the massive numbers of things being thrust against
TIdN FLOW A-NDIN KNOWING WHAT YOU FACE.
I realize it is tedious to “catch up” from being ]
years and years behind in your allowed information
receiving. However, how else can you “fight” something-unless
you know what you fight or at the least
in what direction to shoot?
What I find interesting is that so much iuformation comes from Her Highness Queen Lizzie’s Australia. Does this not, ALONE, tell you that the Elite
bullies are all in the same boat and bailing as fast as
they can as one hole after another is about to sink their
canoe7
What I really want you

and deceit and into TRUTH. That comes with knowledge and information-not bloody bombii and terror.
Thank you, “Aussie”, for sharing.

on

[QUOTING, from:
September, 19951
THE
PRESIDENT’S
THE
OKLAHOMA

Volume 4 Issue 8,

MOTIVE
FOR
BOMBING

The people of America have yet to learn that indeed
germ warfare was used on our servicemen during the
Gulf War, and the greatest tragedy-it
was a joint
venture with the United States Government.
This information will shock, surprise, and sadden
you. But yes, the worst is yet to come if Americans do
not wake uu and change the aovemment. The evidence
exists, and is overwhelming.
Here are only a few
atrocities committed against
526,
4615. Phone/Fax 071 632 160.1
CHEMICAL
WARFARE
AGAINST
AMERICAN
CIVILIANS

* Chemical and Biological (germ) warfare weapons of mass destruction were made in Boca Raton,
Florida and Houston, Texas-by “international terrorists” working with U.S. intelligence.
* One of the special strains of HYDROGEN CYANIDE called Prussian Blue was being tested on Gas
Mask Filters of the Florida Product Ingredient Technology (P.I.T.) plant for “gas mask penetration”-over
a year
The PIT plant was financed by the
Dr.
Barbouti of IBI (lshan Barbouti International), builder
of the Pharma-150 chemical/biological
complex, at
Rabta, Libya.
Former President George Bush, James Baker III,
and
John Deutch (now CIA Director)
mately”
another.
qutcktyam
had
interests in some of
paththe companies which developed, sold and transferred
ways.
these weapons to IRAQ. Yes-whilst
being ComYou have had so much information regarding
mander-in-chief,
President Bush was arming Saddam
Peter Kawaja lately that you may wonder why I ask to
devote another lengthy writing regarding the man and your own service personnel and what are the plans. It Hussein with these weapons of mass destruction and,
his mission. Easy, you MUST know and man’s span of may not, at first, appear that this fits hand in glove (that two years later, “knowing that and hiding the fact from
attention and memory retention is almost zilch in these fits!) with our lessons on cellular life. It DOES. You the American Public” he placed American Forces in
days of kaleidoscoping confusion.
as a people will be wiped out if you do not realize as harm’s way.
* President Bush, Brent Scowcroft
For instance: What does Clinton have as a motive much and take precautions.
We do what we can to
for the Oklahoma bombing?? Yes, you read it correctly provide protection if you want it-but we are so limited
and I think you should have information of such great by “Big Brother” as to have to all but deny our own
and U.S. intelligence were behind the
I have no intention of testing of Prussian Blue which rendered our Troops
importance from several aspects and from people WHO information and products.
TELL THE TRUTH, not cover up evidence for their warfare with anyone or any thing. If you people want defenceless against the biological agents that were to
own reasons or serve the very element from which you a government which destroys and enslaves, that is be tested in the upcoming Gulf War, a war which was
YOUR business, but I have a mission to get our people, planned for this purpose, at least
effort to extract selves.
I waited until this morning to write this section so at the least, a major remnant-through
this
this time of lies
L

J

system.
VACCINES
to the CIA/FBUCustoms, and operated for the governa code name be.cause he was told that these
people (IBI) were “international terrorists”, and the
government was going to prosecute them. This was in
1989, PRIOR TO ANY WAR or anyone losing their
life. Kawaja soon found, however, that U.S. intelligence and the U.S. Government were acting in a joint
venture PYITH THEgESAiUE
Kawaja
obtained video and audio recordings of these terrorists,
federal agents and politicians (calls to and from the
U.S., London, Baghdad), along with paper documents,
and intercepted fax transmissions (originating from
Switzerland) regarding the Commodity Credit CarpBanca Del Lavorro (CCC-BNL). Hi:

* In addition, certain vaccines were “grown”,
ag&n several years “in advance”, with prior specific
k~owledg~~f.t~e type of weapon that the vaccine was
designed to protect against. How did our military and
Mr. Bush know, two years in advance, what weapons
iraq would use against us, so that “we developed a
specific vaccin~antidote
for it”?
* The Pyridostigmine Bromide (PB) Nerve Agent
Pre-Treatment Pill was NOT to counteract Soman, as
stated by the DOD (Department of Defence), but was a
counteracte~t for the nerve agent “GF”. The MSDS on
GF originates at the U.S. Army Chemical and BiologiCommand at Edgewood Rand D EngineerAberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland. The
Eaglelmqger
as rantingly
denied that GF was in Iraq’s
even meatiou
arsenal after
Gulf War, yet the NBC (Nuclear/
Biologic~~hemi~~
s from Centcorn (central cornwere not even
mand/Gen. Schwarzkopf) proves that
Why
Wanting to believe the entire government was not
the U.S. continually
involved in this conspiracy, Kawaja sent a Federal
Express package to code name M323CF at the National
Security Agency, on July I6, 1990. Kaw&ja issued a
warning of Iraqi intelligence operating inside the U.S.,
* The NBC Logs
and in close proximity to a U.S. Classified Military
Facility and then asked these fatal questions:
ceaseless
- “Is our military in a joint venture with IBI to
develop chemical and biological w~po~f~~e
US.?”
simply
who

has

* The Affidavit for Search was (4 years later)
Mr. Kawaja,
one thought he would live to survive to get it unsealed.
That Affidavit and other government documents, sworn
to (under penalty of perjury) by federal agents, PROVE
the U.S. Government knew what was going to take
place in the war with Iraq.

* Federal agents provided their evidence of “gas
mask penetration” at the PIT plant.
* Federal agents provided their evidence (excerpt
fkom a letter to a U.S. Senator from Louis Champon,
partner to Haidar Barbouti in the PIT project), “I can
assure you, if drums of Cyanide left our plant, Dr.
Barbouti had his reasons, EITHER TO BE USED
AGAINST AMERICAN TROOPS (written in 1990, we
were at war with Iraq, but no deaths yet) or FOR U.S.

* Federal agents provided their evidence, that
Barbouti had established “chemical warfare pr~u~tioo
capability, at a facility identified as Product Ingredient
Technology, in Boca Raton, Florida.”
’ * Federal agents provided their evidence, that
Barbouti owned “specialty chemical companies” and a
company in Europe ide~tifled as CROSS LINK, in
Belgium (re: CCC-BNL).
* Federal agents provided their evidence, that
Barbouti was supplying MILITARY items to
“i .
- “Does the President KRQW?”(as George Bush had Iraq1
ariorlv used the excuse: “I was loft QUtof the loon.”
* All of this and more was sworn to by federal
when he was a~~a~of~~~
involved ino~~‘hei~~~
agents in 1990, yet all of it, and ALL evidence taken
crimes.)
from Peter
AMERICA, and the President
pomander-in-Chef
went ahead with the war with Iraq, and knottily
The war was planned, -and it went forward; how- placed your sons, ~~ghters~ wives, and husbands in
with aut~jc
weape harm’s way1
ever
gl$?sal agents
s in the International
Mrq Kawaja’s
oils
S~~~~Gro~~
~~S~~ in 1990, sequestered him under

011

Lve
1tion.f also prove that Schw~~kopf 1was given
the authori~ to use our own chemical and 1,iolc bgical
weapons. There are Gulf veterans who were inml1 red in
shipping out our own supplies of these weap OM, most
are now sick, others have died. They will teo tif$ at the
proper time if we act now, whilst they
still alit le and
willing to come forward.
arded
* Peter Kawaja, a security specialist, wa!
a millio~~oll~r
security contract to provide a computer-~~
system for PIT, and was, prime security
contractor to IBI, providing bodyguards and oe
physi-

pay

* None of this evidence was ever presented to a
Grand Jury, to indict anyone. Yet, Peter tiwaja,
way
was subpoenaed to appear (to several
Stata‘& The Search
the “star” witness for the US. Government, supposedly
the President of tke
Warrant and Affidavit for Seati was not
.against
Barboutis, et al., was not ALLOWED TG
FROM THB JUKawaja, and he was t~~t~n~
against speaking to the ANSWBR PERTINENT Q~STIONS
media- The evidence was taken ~~mew~ere~ for seven
~gi~rat~,~d
then system
days, before being p
m the American Pubmeans
SBALBD and made
sistant U.S. Attaraey T
<
ii& as ~~atl~~~ seesrity~, / /- ,,
*,
GrawJ Jury* garnish
Mr.
waiting fedeml agents (one
approached Kawaja an
.
erslf build&g (this was dq~,~rnea~ in 1991)*. . :
/..
+‘:Noevidcnce, obtained in the raid against Kawaja,
Ttris 3legi
~a~h*~~~
~dn~o~~hrou%h
a
was ever’presented to the Grand Jury, .yct, the U.S.
surdc-r~tbs;EN~~RNA~7~~,~~~~~~NCY
‘ECO- Government considered Kawaja’s evidence so critical,
Mr. Kawaja A WAR POWERS ACT AFFIDAVIT/SE~~H
WARInstead of
tried to
an expose to telI~Amerias about these crimes, RANT was used.. to seize his evidence.
as ,Gulf Yeterans started getting sick and dying, he presenting it to America and prosecuting the terrorists,
received a phone call from
which was the U.S. Gov~rnm~t ~d~~~~,
of_ t~~~~~d~ce,
ic you-Ameri~,
Would never Know&,
recorded (Subcommittee on International Econ
Policy and Trade: Ro-Arming of IRAQ) who
, Kawaja survw& after 4 yea,r+he
:
“Who are you more afraid of, George Bush or Saddam this sworn (~O~E~SION)
Affidavrt;
“,
Hussein?” Kawaja replied, “George Bush”. Scheibei
immediately sai&, “DO ‘NOT TRY HIM IN THE ME\j_
DIA,” and hung up. Within 3 rno~~s, Eileen Kawaja,
wife of Peter Kawaja-DIED.
One of the agents later
called Kawaja to deliver a
Mr. Kaw,aja’s life
* Whilst< the DOD and
mntwue to deny the
and “freedomm- were threatened. numerous times, all
r II~~~~d~mo~
alld
e re- existence .of GWI (Gulf
,documented in various manners, in&din
uwds, the IJAL GovemVER Veterans are dying by the
ports; however, -the FBI, who was inform
Mr.
ment, in a separate act
i~vest~~t~.
*-,
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Kawaja’s lawsuit (filed against some of these agents in
1994) which states as follows: ‘That criminal investigation is ongoing and is centered around persons involved in the manufacture and shipment of lethal and
illegal chemicals to be used by terrorist nationals
AGAINST the United States.” The U.S. Attorney is
attempting to have Kawaja’s suit Dismissed, claiming
the government has an ongoing investigation. Yet, all
of the evidence exists to prosecute the criminals. There
is NO ongoing investigation. This is a tool and trick so
that Kawaja’s evidence can remain NATIONAL SECURITY, and you-America-will
never see it. By “claiming” there is an ongoing investigation, our government
can keep its secret-its
crimes secret. However, in
their same breath, in this response to Kawaja, they have
admitted what the DOD continues to deny, that our
troops were harmed by Chemical/Biological/Weapons
“Made in the USA”. At the same time, claiming these
federal agents should be granted immunity, even if they
committed
“misconduct”
(Treason/War
Crimes).
Kawaja’s suit will open up IRAQGATE and crimes
against All Americans.

DOCTORS
INTIMIDATED
BY GOVERNMENT
The Drs. Garth andNancy Nicolson, both Ph.D.s,
have published their report in
(Journal of the
American Medical Association) and were featured in
a
for

a

wherein they describe how Dr. Nancy Nicolson almost died from Gulf
War Illness; their cat also contracted this “disease”
from their daughter-in-law, a Gulf veteran. They have
made the ties also with George Bush/James Baker III,
et al., to biological weapons, genetically engineered/
man-made, identified as
one
* James G. McAdams III (U.S. Attorney), who of the GWI “Syndromes” found in Desert Storm vetercovered up the CCC-BNL, and the Noriega Case, was ans. This warfare agent was being TESTED on deathmoved to West Palm Beach, Florida to cover up
Three-hundred-fifty
PRISON EMPLOYEES
IRAQGATE and GULF WAR ILLNESS (GWI).
Janet Reno, who was moved to Washington from
Miami, to become Attorney General
came down with GWI in one OUTBREAK.
ARMED DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE AGENTS
entered the MD ANDERSON CANCER CENTER, and
threatened the administration not to allow the Nicolsons
was also used to cover up to continue their research on GWI, nor to allow them to
Iraqgate. Reno appointed John Hogan “Counselor”, to talk about it publicly. This is again, the same governstates they
investigate and present the BNL TASK FORCE RE- ment, the same DOD/VA
PORT on Iraqgate/GWI. Mr. Hogan, an attorney, was want to help our veterans, yet denies them treatment,
also moved from Miami, and represented the Barboutis allowing thousands of Americans to die.
(IBI), the terrorists that the same U.S. Government
proved were terrorists, and who supplied weapons to
Iraq to kill Americans.
banks

crime and cover-up. A nationwide/worldwide panic is
going to be created, of such magnitude that it will
threaten our very existence. This same government
will then step in to offer a solution; they will have “an
antidote”, a treatment, BUT, only those who will accept
the medical ID will be treated, all others will be considered a danger and threat to society, hunted down, and
imprisoned or killed. Americans will welcome this
solution, will turn in their neighbors and friends in
order to survive themselves. At the same time, this
instrument WILL SUSPEND THE
THESE UNITED STATES, to allow

Approximately 40% (from confidential sources)
OF THE AMERICAN POPULATION IS ALREADY A
carrier OF ONE FORM (OR ANOTHER) OF HIV, AS
THERE ARE NOW OVER 2,000-PLUS STRAINS,
EFFECTIVELY MAKING ALMOST HALF OF THE
POPULATION A CARRIER TO INFECT OTHERS
with (example) EBOLA Reston, a slow acting DEADLY
AGENT, taking years to manifest itself, killing you in
pain and worse than Ebola Zaire, which is quick acting.

The government is already
news stories
through the mainstream media, warning America: it is
not IF, but WHEN, we will soon face a WORLDWIDE
OUTBREAK. They are preparing you for what they
already know and have planned. What they are saying,
however, is that this will happen by accident, because
of international air travel, and Americans are believing
that.
go
It is not by an accident of nature or deforestation,
it is
8407/voice and fax. 4338 Sugar Pine Drive, Boca
Raton, FL 33487. U.S.A.]

allow
*

[END OF QUOTING]
and

* The only major portion of Mr. Hogan’s BNL
report that is blacked out and considered NATIONAL
SECURITY is on the Terrorist, Ishan Barbouti (IBI).
TERRORISTS BE PROTECTED BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT7
* The PIT plant was taken over by the RTC
(Resolution Trust Corporation which ends up with all
re-saleable property), and now by Century Arms International, who flew the BRITISH FLAG over that building, until Peter Kawaja wrote and distributed a document about them. Please check out their background
and ties to CIA and British MI-6.

* The DOD “now” claims some of the NBC
(centcorn) Logs were accidentally destroyed in the

War
and

GWI
* The city of Boca Raton’s Water Utilities have
ADMITTED, after all these years, that they have been
performing periodic water sample tests from the plant
area and they went into the plant several years ago and
poured cement down drains. The sworn affidavit by
federal agents prove that warfare-grade “free” cyanide
was dumped into the city’s water supply and they knew
this since 1990 but kept this secret from the citizens of
Boca Raton. Kawaja has received phone calls and
inquiries from people who claim to live and work south
of the PIT plant who either have or know of persons
now in hospitals, “brain-dead” and DYING-FROM
CANCER.

is a Communicable

we

I do ask that you protect this man for he is under
such intense assault as to have every moment of his life
“iffy” for survival unto the next. And of course in your
world of today’s survival,
confiscates and “freezes” every cent headed his wayexcept through small personal gifts which make it
through the surveillance curtain, Please remember him
in your prayers and if you wish to contribute or donate
to his work, send it through
IT
REACH ITS DESTINATION.

Disease

spreading worse than AIDS, by mere
through perspiration, or by being close
to someone who coughs. You can become infected by
brushing by someone at a store. Your children can be
God will help each and every person who calls on
infected at a playground or at school.
HIM in honest intent of service and truth-but you have
contains most of the HIV (AIDS) envelope, to first want to HELP YOURSELF!
which was tampered with by humans. It is a warfare
Salu-and may the force you use be of the Light,
agent BY DESIGN.
lest you drop further into the quagmire of what already
ails you. And may you alter your steps along the
pathway ONLY to avoid the direct flak-hits because if
IN CRIME
the flak is HEAVY-YOU
ARE RIGHT ON TARGET
(WHERE WE HAVE BEEN FOR A VERY LONG
Our (the U.S.) government is involved in this great TIME!).
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recognized, in your mythology, as HELL and it is
WITHOUT GOD OF LIGHT which, by the way (8
reminder): Hell is simply defined correctly as THE
ABSENCE OF GOD. Other than God’s “remnant”, the
masses of mankind move back into a totally primitiv&
society of any survivors and into DARK ages of expression and ignorance. When you have MIND CONTROL
perfected-you
can then structure your own Hell and
inhabitants of that Hell. As long as YOU can conjure
more “angels of Light” than of darkness, you can turn
about and avoid destruction for the most part. Right
now the ANGELS OF DARKNESS HOVER ABOUT
YOU LIKE A TIMED BOMB.
Since God “wins” in the ending act of the play, it
becomes OBVIOUS that Creator wins-HIS WAY. If
“you” build a mud-castle you can also shatter it. Likewise God Creator can “un”create you or dissolve your
very essence. He does not do this, however, for where
there is SOUL fragment, that soul is given opportunity
to meet the conditions of GOD CREATOR to survive
and return to goodness within Creator. God, in all
instances, sends messengers of Truth and a remnant
that will survive to give opportunity for change and a
movement into security of self. You must understand
that mankind now has the key to soul destruction and
that is unacceptable to Creator for it allows for the
inability of soul progression and life-forms become
simple forms of puppetry and manipulation.
When
man achieves the capability of destroying LIFE, the
game is over because the ULTIMATE CREATOR CONTROLS THE FINAL CURTAIN. GOD doesn’t “SAVE”
anything; He provides you with that which can be
utilized to %ave yourself’. YOU are not that physical
machine that bears you around like an automobile and
computer. Within the “remnant”, however, is required
both the physical and the soul-mind in transition periods of translation.
THE
GETS PRETTY
ROUGH.

ImportantConfirmations
Of TheAlienKind
ON

ALIEN

WINGS

I am presented with a most warmand inviting letter
this morning and I can only say that I, too, wish we
could be doing some things which thus far are not
suitable for the experiencing “time”. It is especially
when we know TRUTH and connections that the wait
for “contact” becomes long and tedious and the answers
to all our problems seem to be easy to discern-make
yourself known, use your gifted power and kick these
bullies OUT! It just doesn’t work that way-nothing
works that way in an orderly universe structured in
freedom of choice and will. Reason and honor must
finally prevail for the RIGHT reasons; if one tyrant is
only replaced by another, eventually the POWER will
again corrupt.
Without meaning to be short or “smarty” I would
suggest that ANY government set up and controlled by
even well-meaning
personages-if
they are given
POWER-they
will be corrupted totally before their
power days are ended and an agenda falls. Good intent
is not enough because the ones strong enough to believe
and accomplish government under themselves, have
power to STOP FREEDOM in its tracks. Do not fall for
such tyranny.
Another good rule of thumb about “leaders” is to
check out carefully their background, friends, and any
trips to Camp David or to the military centers or bases,
along with Government hospitals. Remember, for instance, that these “children” play together at places
like Bohemian Grove in games beyond Bohemian. Know
that persons such as the “presenting” Perot are but
changed-out disciples of the New World Order and/or
the Order already in corrupt power. Perot, for example,
is a close friend of David Rockefeller and a very important member of the Council on Foreign Relations and
on and on and on. He could be used and lead into some
overthrow of the corrupt election systems but what he is
doing now is only setting up a sure-fire advantage for
Clinton.
Clinton, himself, makes terrible errors in
offering statements and says of his own position that he
is treated as only a dignitary or ambassador-and
certainly not like a President. Then, please note, that
the following day after making such statements-HE
CAN’T REMEMBER HAVING MADE THEM. Believe me, “Inquiring Minds”, you have plenty of aliens
running around helping you into collapse.
You must realize that unless aliens came to your
place of residence for lessons in truth and in honor of
serving mankind as a whole, in soul progression, they
represent the very POWER STRUCTURES ON THE
PLACE FROM WHENCE THEY COME. They DO
NOT come to your place to upgrade their societies or
their races by integration and soul growth intent. They
are far advanced of you or they wouldn’t be on your
place for they wouldn’t be able to reach your shores.
The “Hosts”, on the other hand, are not come to
your area for ANY OTHER PURPOSE than to bring the
word of truth and allow a “time” segment in which
mankind can see and hear his own truth while suggesting better ways of living, sharing, serving and hopefully salvage (I didn’t say “save”) a remnant. We have

been visiting for a very, very long time as well as
meeting with your global leaders to REASON and
petition for freedom and release of information.
We
absolutely recognize God’s purpose and demand that
mankind in human form on EarthShan be able to make
his own choices and decisions.
We DO have every
permission to override any confrontation which will
remove all remnants of Higher Universal MAN. YOU
ARE VERY CLOSE TO THAT VERY THINGANNIHILATION OF HUMANKIND IN THE ORlGINAL FORM OF FREE-WILL, REASONING, AND
RIGHTEOUS MANKIND. You are moving directly
into a mind-controlled morass of chosen situations and
life-styles
where the choices are being made by
higher-level robotic puppet-masters.
“Goodness” is
not among the choices offered if the downward
whirlpool continues.
Mankind on Earth, alone, has been given, time
after time, in segments, to experience new lands, new
continents, new ways of living, new political orders
and on and on into time which seems infinite-and
usurpation and force NEVER produces peace, harmony
and/or righteousness (do not confuse with religiousness). Religions are the principle tool to use against the
masses to bring order and control under the tyrants. It
is not that God will destroy the world you know-but
Evil shall devour itself eventually and you along with
it. Once a planet can no longer function in any form of
balance-it
is cleansed-by
its own methods and solutions and you are but like the ants which inhabit a bit
of her/its skin. No matter how deep you dig your
tunnels-you
cannot survive the beating heart and lifeform of a “basic” Earth-form. Just as a boil will fester
on your own skin, so too does the Earth fester and
finally pop as would the boil. WE consider war as your
method of surgically removing or lancing a boil-the
results of which may well be infection or mutation of
the entire organism.
The SOUL of collective MAN determines the state
of well-being or illness. When the collective MASSES
have no recognizable SOUL then individual SOUL is in
trouble and Evil will prevail until SOUL-ed man rises
again within, in truth and reverence unto Creator/
Creation, with intent toward goodness and freedom. In
other explanation-the
world is now cancer-ridden to
the extent of physical demise. She experiences, however, the “near-death” phenomenon herself and has
brought about a cellularly functioning alternative. Life
is infinite-mortality
is finite and Universal INTELLIGENT life is available if requested. Outside the parameters of your atmosphere-YOU
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO BRING THE DAMAGING AND SOUL
DESTRUCTIVE WAYS TO OTHER PLANETS OUTSIDE YOUR TINY SOLAR SYSTEM AND ‘OUR
WARHEADS OF NUCLEAR VARIETY WILL NOT
BE ALLOWED BEYOND 150 MILES FROM YOUR
SURFACE.
Pulse beams are NOT STOPPED unless there is
interference with the orderly systems of the Cosmos. If
you start a chain reaction which cannot be stopped or
diverted, you will be capsuled and contained, either as
a wasted planet needing rebirthing, or as a gas-based,
tightly contained
orbiting system wherein only
THOUGHT can have entry. That state of existence is

Ah, yes-confirmation.
You plead for conf%Jmation even after you HAVE confirmation.
I am iaterested in the letter referred to above in our opening
because you have your own confirmation stated by
unrealizing participants-who
NOW question what they
actually experienced.
I will offer the letter in point and state up front that
the gentleman writer WAS at Vandenberg Air Force
Base during the time I have referred to in prior writings
and my secretary’s first confrontation with fact of
presence instead of just hearsay. One of our commanders walked Dharma, along with a room tilled with
people among which was Sister Thedra of “quibble
time”, through the incident. I was BUSY and Cmdr.
“Leah” gave a minute-by-minute rundown of happenings to later be confirmed via physical records, personnel involved, AND visual show and tell. All were able
to WATCH the boob-tubes CHANGING their pictures
from one broadcast to the next-in full view of, especially, California residents. We were in material visual
form for well over half an hour and we were attacked
with heat-seeking missiles. We had disabled a nuclear
rocket, one of six intended for launch. We had allowed
a couple to reach outer limits and disarmed them while
the radio-control rocket was left intact in orbit. This
took place over a several day period of time but the 29th
of October, 1987 was the one that brought down the
hammer. Again, on or about November 3, 1987 it was
tried again, this time with a destruct as the rocket
guidance system was disabled and the nuclear warhead
was turned about for a direct hit on Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant.
Communications personnel TOLD the truth about
the incidents and were destined for brain-restructuring,
not just a bit of mind-warp.
Everything in these
examples of stupidity is operated by high-level controllers wherein the actual technicians, radio personnel,
etc., are strictly on a NEED-TO-KNOW basis of operations. Publicly telling the TRUTH is a big, big NO-NO.
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?.esser involved personnel are simply memory-removed
cdbjects who are given “logical” exercises
‘..nce. Here is one of the parties who KNOWS there was
‘core than what HE CAN REMEMBER and is
._land-by participants. The party in the worst position
-as the actual radio-operator who took the
:nd forth between Command and command. He was
ware of DAYS of warnings and
’we’ll blow your ass right out of the sky”-and finally,
ied to do so. One problem however, for your system’s
.:iots: we don’t produce HEAT for homing heat-seek-ig missiles.
May we please share the letter and recognize the
etition and desires of all of you readers. You are far
’ lore active and KNOW MORE than you realize. You
vould not ask for specific things or viewings if you
Xdn’t already have a VERY GOOD PERCEPTION OF
;AME. You are simply asking confirmation of that
vhich you KNOW and I can only ask patience of
onscious participation,

called “ice crystals” and the launches were re- whether or not YOU were present at the time-but
PERFECT. Now I ask you, Sir, how do you under the circumstances of this computer being monithink you would “go-over” IF indeed you were shown tored by Edwards Air Force Base Surveillance, CIA and
EVERYTHING in the Universe and tried to make that others, I would not tell you. You are safe only as long
public information-BELIEVED?
A “perfect” launch as YOU DON’T KNOW AND DON’T TELL-ANYleaves a direct exhaust trail-not
a zig-zag “seeking” THING! Please read CAREFULLY the writings and
ONES WHO
trail of ice crystals on LIVE television or anything else. presentations on MIND CONTROL.
INTO NOT
The West Coast areas were privy to the DIRECT VIEW- CANNOT BE MIND-CONTROLLED
ING of the incidents-right
to the media side-shows REMEMBERING WHAT HAPPENS-ARE SUICIDED
waiting at the next scheduled launch. I don’t know QUITE DEAD.

[QUOTING:]
October 16, 1995
Dear Sirs, [Phoenix Source]
Please send me the following Journals, Rrestorn,
51
and
I was reading Phoenix Journal #3 and on page #14
n center page, is this statement, “On October 29,1987
our government fired a heat seeking missile at my own
hip above Vandenberg Air Force Base in Californiaafter attempting to fire a Nuclear Warhead into our
pace.” This statement is from Commander Hatonn.
‘as
that time; I was at Vandenberg
ram .une 20, 1987 to April 9, 1989. I was a Teletype/
Crypt0 Technician in the 4392nd Communication Group
and worked in Building 10525. I saw an aborted launch
of a Minuteman III ICBM a month or two after arriving
at VAFB. Was this the attempt that is mentioned in the
above quote? I also
there for two weeks doing missile tests using heat
seeking missiles to shoot down drones and I was
for some of that time. Was this the
tiring that Commander Hatonn is talking about? How
would one get hold of Commander Hatonn and have
him or some of his officers show me some things such
as the Cosmosphere bases in Siberia, or better yet, the
moon base(s) and what is going on on Mars and especially take me to Cydonia Mars and fly me over the Face
and take me into the city of Cydonia four miles to the
west of the “face”. I
that
life exists and
I know that they have beenvisiting Earth for quite some
time. I want to meet one of the Aliens to finalize my
beliefs about their existence and if
show me
the above things I would be grateful to them. For once
1 would like a civilian like myself to
contact with
an Alien and not just the military machine. I know that
God has been around forever and that is a mighty long
time, so my question to other people is, why wouldn’t
God have created life in other areas of space as well,
and not just our own here on Earth? I am tired of the
“Black World”, as well; all of us on this Earth have the
right to know who we share space with and it is high
time that the veil of secrecy is lifted. God said that in
“My” kingdom there will be no secrets, be
it after the second coming, the truth will be brought out
so the secrets may as well be made public now. Thank
you for your help.
R.A.B.
Wisconsin
[END OF QUOTING]
Dear Robert: We are making it public just as quickly
as we can do so. However, TRUTH may be quite plain
to you-but
it is buried by the masses and by the
manipulators. Our craft on the occasions above noted-

I must now change the subject and move back to
consideration of LIFE and its structure, frequencies,
and how it functions. The reason I have to go back and
review from time to time is the lack of readers who keep
up and then demand some explanation regarding what
they do find in our literature. As a for instance, I have
many inquirers who want to know why 1 would choose
to use Lakhovsky’s work instead of, say, Henry Yeagley
or Krankheitserreger onEarth rays, or Figge or Dolbear
or, or, or? I used Lakhovsky because his comprehensive
input (or output as the case may well be) is more easily
understood in a comprehensive compilation.
If you
want another “rundown” on the basic subject, we can
offer you a shortened version which will include these
observers and writers but it will tell you nothing not
already offered here.
One person (anonymously) offered an anonymous
write-up on this subject regarding science and knowledge and the “nature of things”. I find it excellent in
the observations and justifications for those observations and it might well serve to allow you to refresh,
review and renew information as I realize we have
tossed a whole bundle of information regarding lifecellular structuring, diseases, mutations and the impact of frequencies and pulses. You can NEVER have
enough information on these subjects for they are the
BASIS FOR LIFE AND MANIFESTATION ITSELF.
There are still great, great mysteries concerning
that which is recognized as “life” and “living” but let
It is
me assure you that that is all it is about-mystery.
NOT mystical and mysticism is the opposite pole on the
axis of knowledge. Mysteriesare solved while “mysticism” is a conjured assumption never seen, proved or
solved but remains an “Oh well... I” of manipulator’s
bags of gimmicks.
This does not infer that you will or can only deal
with
“objective phenomena” but must also include
“subjective phenomena”. The subjective elements must
be, therefore, studied until they can become objective
assumptions.

[QUOTING AND PARAPHRASING, PART 1:]
[H:

this

approa

a
of his

teaching as he “assumes” or u mysticizes” where
there is scientific basis
factual
The word “science” is derived from the word scire
or “to know”; it is equivalent to the word knowledge as
used by the Greeks. A scientist, then, in the broadest
sense, is one who knows the laws and principles which
operate the world, above as well as below. [H: Indeed
this is about as
a
as I have seen but
it suffices here. It is NOT my opinion or definition.
We will, therefore, refer to this writer as Dr. X.1 In
this context mankind has always been curious as “scientists” in their desire to learn and know. Man’s first
observations were crude and primitive compared to
those which he has later developed but still his main
objective fell into three categories.
Before man could discover and pronounce the laws
of nature, he had to gather and accumulate FACTS.
Afterwards, it was necessary to classify and systematize those facts. This was, then, the first step. He then
began to seek answers to the questions
of.^“Why do these
_.
a.. v-v. . _
facts occur?” wnat is tne general law, it any, of nature
which cause these facts to manifest?
This was the
second step in the riddle. Knowing the facts and their
causes was still not sufficient for the inquiring mind of
man. He wanted to know the PURPOSE back of their
being created. He, and you, needed and need to know
“why” these laws were created. This was the third step.
These three steps are the three rungs of the ladder
by which man climbed to knowledge of the laws of the
universe of which he was a part although they are
ponderous at best. As the facts grew in quantity and
knowledge accumulated in massive data it became impossible for an individual scientist to cover all three
steps of investigation.
Therefore specialization came
to be a recognized and necessary sharing of work-load.
It was realized that there is too large a field and that
science must limit itself to one and only one step of the
process. It would have to concern itself exclusively
with the manner in which events occur-and
it must
through scientific testing reach a conclusion which
might become a “law” or recognized “theory”. Unfortunately it was assumed that you could not scientifically
learn “why” and “for what end” the laws operate.
Rightfully it questions how the laws of the universe
might operate but it leaves other branches of inquiry to
question the “why” and usually denounces the other
aspects of resolution to questions as unworthy of their
learned stance.
Of all the obvious requirements in this search for
Truth and insight it must be recognized that before
there can be speculation in any consideration of Truth
about the ultimate nature of things, you must know
some facts. In other words, philosophy and mysticism
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become somewhat a gateway into asking the right
questions OF science. This is appropriate because it is
necessary to know how nature’s laws operate before you
can discern and learn, or judge, “why”.
A generation or so ago there were more simplified
presentations by scientists and less HIDDEN and topsecret garbage. Now the scientists have been trained
into the LIES instead of into facts or Truth.
The universe, you are told, is in motion-but
what
is motion? Is “motion” the act of running, hopping,
jumping, jogging, moving and if so, how and why? The
motion in point is called vibration and vibration in
frequency is responsible for all things and this in turn
stems from LIGHT and manifests in the form of God
Thought. In the most tiny cell of matter, as well as in
the largest aggregation of cells, vibration is present.
Through this vibration the cell is activated, grows,
changes, or becomes modified.
There is an axiom
which has become accepted: “Every change of condition in matter,” wrote the physicist Dolbear, “is brought
about by the action of
upon it.”
The earth itself, which seems so stable, is in motion
and undergoing constant change.
Radiations penetrate, cross, and surround the earth, affecting all
living forms and making it a magnetic sphere. Further,
it is maintained that radiations from space beyond the
earth permeate its atmosphere and penetrate its surface, affecting in their turn all mineral, vegetable, and
animal life-forms. Unseen and so subtle are the penetrating rays and radiations that they were unknown
until such time as special instruments were constructed
which could detect and then measure some of them.
Many phenomena for which they appear to be directly
responsible have remained unexplained. That does not
mean a lack of presence-only
an inability to see and
measure. The IMPACT continues constantly-but
invisibility means most entities never recognize or have
access to information PROVING the presence-but
only are subject to the impact.
EARTH
RADIATIONS
A well-known example of such puzzling phenomena is that of the so-calledbarren places or “dead spots”
on the earth’s surface. It would be noted that flowers,
bushes, and trees might well be growing profusely and
yet, in the center of such growth there would be a patch
of so-called barren earth where nothing would grow. In
these barren places neither would there be bird or
animal life. It was further noted that no matter how
much fertilization,
irrigation, transportation of new
soil might be added to the area there would be no effect
in changing the basic conditions. The size and location
of such spots vary to such great extent that ordinary
conditions of soil or weather cannot be said to be
responsible.
How can such existing “dead spots” be
accounted7
In 193 1 came along George Lakhovsky, a French
scientist who advanced an explanation. His rather brief
speculation was that cells give off vibrations, varying
in frequency from fractions of a millimeter and trillions
of cycles per second to those of kilometer length and
low frequency. Lakhovsky conceived that every part of
the earth is composed of similar matter, visible and
invisible, resembling radio sending stations, each particular cell broadcasting and receiving on its individual
wave length, and all combining into a kind of Cosmic
keyboard of giant size. Accordingly, he believed the
earth to be surrounded, crossed, and permeated by
radiations of differing vibration rates and character.
This may well seem obvious and logical to you NOWbut it was very daring thinking in 1931 when it was
desired by the Elite that nobody would know this in.formation save the secret few.
This very concept gave rise to many questionsquestions to which the final answers have not been
given or, at the least, shared publicly other than in such
publications as our own. Lakhovsky concerned himself
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with discovering the nature of these varying wave
lengths and their individual characteristics as well as
the response ofplants, animals, and “man” to them. He
came to the conclusion that all these radiations were
arranged in channels similar to those adopted by
radio stations. These radiations of the earth spread
themselves out like a giant keyboard with
of
activities above and below man’s comprehension, every
cell of living matter in this entire keyboard acting both
as a receiver and a sender. Thus, the earth as sphere
would be filled with such radiations
around it and over it. It would, as well, receive
radiations from the sun, the moon, the stars, the planets, and other invisible magnetic matter in the universe
and send out into space radiations of its own. This
would mean that every living thing from the most tiny
particle to man is sending out and receiving radiations
of one kind or another.
[END OF QUOTING
PART I]

AND PARAPHRASING,

I suppose you Editors will have to decide how to
handle these writings for I am not “quoting” as such
and yet am using an outline for covering the various
topics. I don’t know how you serve this type information to the public so that no one is “put out”. Your more
prolific and questionable writers want to hold their
information like a greedy man would hold his jar of
kumquat jam. Science of all things-cannot
be hoarded
nor can TRUTH. I find that only fictional garbage
holds the strongest copyrights and so be it. I have
reached the point that if a thing holds a patent or a
copyright-I
want to stay as far distant from the source
as is possible for these are certain and SURE ways to get
the information taken and tampered with by the manipulators-or
bear very little proven fact at all. People
who actually WANT CHANGE TOWARD FREEDOMOFFER ALL THEY HAVE, FREELY AND OPENLY.
ANYONE WHO DOES OTHERWISE IS, IN MY OPINION, OFFERING QUESTIONABLE INFORMATION.
It is necessary to register copy with central resources if
you want your work ever found in the maze of junk
floating about but “copyrights” are the most central and
powerful form of CENSURE and CENSORING avail-

able to
I believe that the most expeditious way to handle
this topic is to simply use the article as an outline and
speak in first, or second, person
we consider the
various fragments of the subject in point. All we are
trying to do here is summarize a topic as offered by
many observers and scientists who came before us on
this path of information or&y.
There are a few of
which I have court orders to NOT mention and I shall
honor that lest we get Dharma into more trouble on the
judicial front. However, enough others have written
BEFORE the one in point, TRUTH, that we do not have
to so much as make reference to any specific or questionable personages.
The persons referred to here,
without names, got their information from these exact
same sources.
In addition, the works of the later
authors were not copyrighted until OTHERS came
along and did so AFTER THE FACT. I would, therefore, like to consider these writings on the subject as
simply a summary of the topics already offered prior to
this. You are in an electric universe of PERCEIVED
motion but all you really have are frequencies and
pulses which appear to be animation-the
animation is
brought forth into “living” conception through CELLULAR LIFE UNITS. You cannot separate one from
the other and neither can any ONE glean ALL from the
multitudes of information bites and bits available. The
MIND may well be able to handle the load-but
the
psyche won’t. Therefore, we can only hope to generalize, offer relationships (of which everything is relative
to everything else), and hope the CONCEPT can be
found to be acceptable to the THINKING mind and not
simply a mystical acceptance of mysticism. There is
NOTHING mystical about the universe-only
mystery
within and until the unfolding and realization.
Let us interrupt here and keep the writing within
the suggested length guidelines. There are other things
which need a bit of attention and “time” for processing-for
that endeavor I give you my blessings and
success can now be yours
---- in some of the personal
activities.. Bach day, hour amoment
we are n aking
progress toward our goals even if it does not appear to
be so. One step at a
wiII aBow one day at a time
to be mastered and experienced.
Today is sufficient
unto our needs. SaIu.

AttentionReaders
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our readers for their continued support-both
financial and spiritual. Each week, when the bills need to be paid, we always seem to squeak by due to
the thoughtfulness of all you out there who care for TRUTH. Because of yQlI, we continue!
I also need to discuss a few issues that have become problems for us from time
time.
Many of you obtain
and/or copy articles from
to share with others. We certainly
encourage this and, as long as it is not done commercially, we are happy that you think enough of what
we print to want to share. However, please do not deliver random, unsolicited issues of
or
articles therein to people either by throwing the newspaper on their property
the mail box at
their house or business. It is against the law
of anything. This may surprise some of you but this is true and only the Post Office is allowed
by law to deliver mail to anyone’s mail receptacle. We have, from time to time, received angry telephone
calls from either local Postmasters around the country
people who
delivered or
thrown in their yard by some of you out there. I received an angry telephone caII from a lady last week
who received a copy of an article out of our newspaper. Apparently, one of our readers used a prepaid
business reply envelope to send the article copy to her business. I’m not sure whether or not this is illegal
but it certainly is, to my way of thinking, unethical.
We understand the excitement of wanting to share TRUTH--but please uac diacrction and common
sense about &you
send information to and &you
send it! Remember: it is we here at
who
get the irate telephone calls and the blame from people who have no interest
or the
that you
good judgement
information contained in it, when they receive it unsolicited.
in sharing with others. Thanks for your understanding.
Business Manager
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compounds.
Now, Hecht and University of Virginia chemist
Angela Snow report that bleomycin, an antitumor agent
known to break up DNA, also chops up RNA in at least
one type of bacteria.
“This is good news,” Hecht says, because the finding indicates the existence of a previously unidentified
mechanism for damaging

Rabin,Shuttle&
OtherLifeChanges
From Chemistry, SCIENCE NEWS, Sept. 9, 1995,
Vol. 148:
ISRAEL
[QUOTING:]
Yesterday when an Israelite shot Israeli Prime
Minister Rabin, the questions began to flow. Everyone
wants to know what will happen “next”. Why? Look at
the confusion that has happened just by the assassination of one _man,- and not a very nice man at that. Does
_.
mean that I am happy to have such miscarriage of
law occur? No, but I do harken back to how little it
mattered that Rabin personally shot a UN peace-bringer
point blank some years ago. What will happen next that
will allow a full scale revenge war? Well, it would
appear that “something else” will also have to take
place, won’t it? Did you notice that many people die
and yet this incident so totally “undid” President Clinton
and Henry Kissinger that they were reduced to burbling
and speechless idiots? Beware the DECEPTIONS running amok among and about you.
When it appears that nothing is happening-remember well this notice: thir.gs are1
Also note that your Shuttle came down WITHOUT
,:eiting the hook-in satellite operative. That will be
tried again next week. However, portions of the system
grid are working and I think you can see some of the
management results-at
very high levels of broadcasting. Do you REALLY think MURDER is ever committed FOR PEACE?
I am pleased to note that some of you are “awake”,
even among my close friends. I had planned to offer a
full two or three lectures on frequencies and pulse
waves and their impact on life cellular structures.
I
don’t have to do that now because we change from
being too interested in this subject and pay more attention to what these waves do to the impressive “mind”.
I will ask you to not usurp our precious time and space
in repetition-yet.
Dharma feels the writing went too
far right off the top when we wrote of scientists and
named Krankheitserreger.
Well, some would pick that
up because we DO have some readers who speak German. What I should have written was “the work of
Gustav Freiherr von Pohl, a German scientist... his
findings,
embodied
in a book
(Earth Rays As Causes of Disease).”
If nothing else is gained from this, however, it may
well serve to impress upon you this man’s revelation:
“If radiations from the Sun reach the Earth, then, as one
of the planets of the universe, the Earth itself must
Heed this
information well, digest it well, and be ready to suffer
consequences of your actions on planet Earth-Shan.
Your tamperings reflect all the way to the outreaches of
the Cosmos when you play with the deadly rays and,
above all, being close to the generators of some of the
pulses-you
produce DISEASE upon your own people
and natural world.
Since I can move on to other things now I will share
a valuable notation regarding electron beams and such
other scientific uses of same as might be great assets to
your good health-if
used correctly.

ELECTRON
Zap goes the water. Poof go the impurities.
That’s the essence of a new and “very simple’* water
disinfection system proposed by W.J. Cooper, a chemist
at Florida International University in Miami. He and
his colleagues are treating wastewater, sewage, and
sludge with high-energy electronbeams that blast apart
suspended or dissolved organic matter.
As water flows through the beam of an electron
accelerator, its energetic charged particles initiate
chemical reactions that destroy organic compounds.
The process kills bacteria, viruses, and all other living
things present in the water without producing any
hazardous by-products, Cooper reports. In small-scale
tests at a pilot facility in Dade County, Fla., the technique also cleansed water

naturally occurring compound produced by bacteria, bleomycin effectively kills several soft-tissue
cancers, such as tumors of the skin, lung, and ovaries.
Physicians also use the drug to treat Hodgkin’s disease,
a lymph cancer.
The new finding that bleomycin can split up RNA
inside live bacteria means that carefully crafted anticancer agents may someday strike vulnerable spots in
tumor cell growth without damaging healthy tissue.
While Hecht admits that such a project will take
many years, in the short run he and his colleagues plan
to look at bleomycin’s effect on RNA in animal and
human cells.
. . ..AND BLOCK HIV
The RNA-damage strategy may also curb HIV infections, says Anthony W. Czarnick, a chemist at ParkeDavis in Ann Arbor, Mich. After screening
_ 130,000
_
molecules, he and his colleagues have found a class of
149 compounds that block RNA activity in HIV-l, the
AIDS-causing virus.
His team is looking to cripple the virus with small,
easily manufactured molecules that block the ability of
the virus’ RNA to reproduce. Specifically, Czarnick’s
group is investigating agents that stick to and disable a
chunk of the RNA, known as trans-activation response
(TAR
dramatically decreases the replication of
cells infected with HIV, Czarnick says). “So the target
of our research is the TAT-TAR binding site. We
believe that a drug which keeps these two components
from interacting will sunpress an HIV infection if the
drug can reach its target.”
Czarnick says that his group’s bioassays have shown
that the identified agents “clearly inhibit this interaction” . The question now, he says, is which ones to
target for more study.

Recently, engineers at High Voltage Environmental Applications in Miami installed a mobile water
treatment unit in a 48-foot trailer. Now located in
[END OF QUOTING]
Leipzig, Germany, the mobile unit has completed 27
tests, zapping groundwater and wastewater contamiDo you not see, readers, that the world will be
nated with sundry toxins. So far, says Cooper, “The effectively DEPOPULATED by the time the “scienresults look good.”
tists” decide how to prolong the failure to find a cure for
[Also from
Sept. 9, 1995:]
ANYTHING!
So then, what do I suggest7 Well, off the bat I
would suggest a better “attitude”, get right with GOD,
take colloids with silver threads among the gold, Drias
as in Gaiandriana and AquaGaia-a lot of OxySol and
go about your business of bringing about a better society to heal the disease between the ears!
Why the Drias? Because
are
a
antitumor drugs destroy their targets by attacking cancer cells’
aiming to kill off the malignancy by disrupting the fast-growing cells’ reproductive machinery.
That’s a perfectly reasonable strategy, says Sidney
M. Hecht, a chemist at the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville.
But it has one serious drawback: It’s
not very selective.
Antitumor drugs tend to kill off all growing cells in
one fell swoop. While doing the most damage to those
proliferating mostquickly-tumor cells-they also
harm
many healthy cells.
An alternative approach, Hecht says, involves tarmolecule critical to cellular replicageting RNA.
tion, RNA should prove easier to target selectively. But
until recently, scientists have lacked the structural
information on RNA that they need to cook up such

disease in a body-will

be interrupted

a
can
If you actually try to slay the dragons with
after.
Parke-Davis, an Elite drug-house pusher and runner,
you are in trouble. I can promise you that with any
DRUG such as
are going to damage the
natural
of your own cellular structure and what
will be accomplished in the
is more mutation
of other natural cells. You have to have PRESENT the
ability to carry frequencies suitable for ONLY destruction of mutated cells and crystalline viral life-forms
and their bacterial carriers. This is WHY we always
suggest a parasite eradication program because the
parasites are usually not killed by the frequencies
necessary to knock out the viral forms. Therefore, to
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get rid of the carrier parasites-you
need to reduce the
numbers within the body for the parasites themselves
will protect the inner-borne microbes.
And what does it all boil down to? Again: Frequenties. Each element, each cell has a frequency which is
called “life”. Sometimes the frequencies have to be
borne in colloidal structures which merge with other
cellular structures to maintain normal life-form of a
given entity because the impact of living breaks down
proper reproduction of cells of a given DNA-RNA
blueprinted being. This has inter-connections
with
genetic structuring but because the actions are DIFFERENT I have waited a while to move on with terminology and cellular life structuring. Gene studies come
next in importance of understanding but to push the
river is not wise. We have no wish to overload with
information which then gets lost to use in the confusion.

MICROBE! So, the place to start in trying to attend the
illnesses is quite logical: get rid of the parasites FIRST
because Uncle Big Boy has told you the carriers are
often desert sand fleas infected with tiny parasites
WHICH CARRY SOME SORT OF INFECTING MICROBE. Next, and even before knowing WHAT it
might be, hit it with colloidal silver (preferably WITH
gold electrolytic processing) so that as the parasites
give up their load and the beasties begin to hatch, you
can zap them. Then, while all this is going on, you need
to be enhancing that immune system to carry the job
when you stabilize. A lot of the problem infestation
was injected deliberately. A lot ofthese infected people
will test positive for HIV but WILL NOT HAVE AIDS!
The HIV virus (retrovirus) is the largest and most
easily utilized for tampering and alteration for it will
mutate with EVERY HOST.
People, this IS PART OF THE DEPOPULATION
POLICY in action.

GULF
HOW
When we get on this particular subject we are faced
with so much misinformation,
information,
disinformation and fear of information as to be unable
to sort, suitably, one problem from another. ONE thing
is obvious and that is that before anyone was shipped to
the Gulf War they were subjected to so many kinds of
“shots”, pills and immunizations that it is now all but
impossible to sort one ailment from another and more
difficult to sort “treatments”.
Let me quote you something from “one who went”:
“We were all given medications, nobody knew what
they were. You were not allowed to know what you got
and all I know is that I got shots; before we were
shipped out, I had shots, and they wouldn’t even tell us
what we got. And we had to get eight or nine
a
Everybody was incredibly
There is a
pill, called the predostigmine bromide (PD) pill, that
lots of people were given, a PD pill, and that was to
counteract, supposedly, some of the germ warfare, and
people became violently ill from that... the problem is,
there are so many unknowns right now.
We

we

I can look at this and recognize that each of these
“things” might well cause problems but we have to
realize that some toxins are stored in the body which
will cause deterioration of organs through the yearsbut almost ALL things will have a life-form as a
carrier-even
simple elements.
Over 7,000 Desert
Stormers have died and more than anestimated 200,000
are now sick. So, what might we have? We have to have
something that is CONTAGIOUS because family members come down with
ailment and, at
least, some
form of microbe has to be responsible for THIS SPREAD.
Chemical poisons and damage are one thing-but
the
REASONABLE point is that if a thing SPREADS and
infects others-IT
IS BORNE BY SOME TYPE OF

MUCH

I do not ask you this, I ask that you ask yourself this
question: “How much do I care?” Let me help you a bit
here in answering that question for you will note that
there are SO MANY MYRIADS OF THINGS to “care
about” that the mind and heart become numb and
unable to attend each category of “caring”. You are
overwhelmed, as intended, by the numbers of things
which wash over you every hour of every day. After a
while you “turn off’-literally.
Let us consider the Gulf War Syndrome. If you
haven’t anyone in the suffering stage of something that
can be tracked directly to the problem-or even as with
AIDS, it is still a rather ignoble disease to acquire and
certainly to express openly about-or even with which
to die with dignity, you cannot emotionally respond or
comprehend. THIS is the intent, citizens, to so distract
you while bombarding you with violence, death, murder, crime and disease of every kind-that
you don’t
longer notice the Elite and their killing games. Once
we could use an old saying such as, “Tell me how much
know of the sufferings of your fellow men, and I
will tell how much you have loved them.” I find this
unworthy for use in today’s confusion for you can now
only relate to that which causes YOU great suffering as
well. What causes you great empathy, sympathy and
suffering as relates to another?
Well, readers, the
TEMPTATION is to turn away, let it go and withdraw
from the battle,
You are exposed to MORE these days in all sorts of
input from radio to super-highways in overflow with
bits, bites and pieces. Temptations blast you from every
side and the emotions want to burst. But carefully note
what temptations are that impact you in your daily
mode of living as you give in to nudges of immorality,
take a bit that doesn’t belong to you, grasp a thrill of

some kind and then the guilt-always
the guilt finally
gets to you, if you have a soul at all.
No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. Therefore, why do YOU act as if you alone
face choices and decisions-as
well as temptations
toward other than goodly actions? God is faithful; He
will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bearunless you fail to ask support or decide you would
rather go with the flow and grab a bit more gusto,
belonging to someone else. When you are tempted,
moreover, HE will also provide a way out so that you
can stand up under it. When life-styles are accepted as
the norm which produce only disease and suffering and
are actually demanded as the banner of the rite-you
are in trouble. When unions bear death instead of
producing more LIFE, you have an illness of SOUL, not
just a deviant style of expressing preferences. No, dear
ones, God has a lot of “conditions” even though HIS
LOVE IS ABSOLUTE. WHEN WE MEET THOSE
CONDITIONS WE PROSPER AND THAT PROSPERING IS SHOWN PROUDLY IN THE LIGHT OF DAY.
Watch carefully what you hide and what is done only in
the dark and especially what you prefer be kept secret
from anyone or everyone. Do your actions bear the
telling of your actions-even
by SELF? GOD SEES
AND KNOWS AND WHEN YOU BRING PAIN AND
DAMAGE TO HIS OTHERS-HE WILL MAKE SURE
YOU REST NOT IN PEACE-AND YOU
ON
You who continue to send the poison pen letters
and anonymous sermons against Dharma and myselfthank you. The facts are that no matter what is
CLAIMED as necessary by such input-you
own scales and ripping claws. Why not sign your
letters of hate -are you so unsure of self as to not want
to be known for your brilliance or your speaking out
against what YOU PERCEIVE AS POSSIBLY BEING
OF GOD? We do not withhold OUR NAMES-why do
you continue to hide yours? Do you actually believe we
know not who you are? Can you not insult, debase,
denounce and call names openly? You always give
away your identity, location and intent. Could it he that
YOU are responsible for a lot of the problems others
encounter and now suffer the reaper’s sickle?
Oh, people, life is simply what happens along your
journey-but
you do make such a mess of it in your
eagerness to attend those mammoth egos which usually
bear such pain and disease. Humility is one of God’s
greatest gifts to any man. Why? Because with humility
the one stung by the arrow is not usually aware that
she is important enough to be the intended victim of the
thrust. With humble trust and service there is no
acceptance of the label “victim”, and
intended
receiver of the insult is not aware that
actually been insulted.
It is demanded of us as to how we can speak publicly
of misdeeds by ones
were once referred to as
There is a big difference in the two
“wonderful”.
words: “once* and”are”. Secondly, inall instances the
“wonderful people” do not bear change-but
actions
often do change or are misrepresented. Are WE
ones for stopping actions which hurt whole bunches of
people to satisfy the needs of the one perpetrating the
deceit? Responsibility resides within individuals-I
cannot nor would I be responsible for YOUR actions.
NEITHER WILL I COVER FOR YOUR MISDEEDS. I
WILL, HOWEVER, STAND RESPONSIBLE FOR MY
OWN INTENT AND MY DEEDS. ALL THAT REALLY “MATTERS” IS INTENT-MIGHT
I ASK YOU
ABOUT YOURS?
May we keep ever in the Light of Goodness, for
intentions themselves have meaning without actual
actions. I catrintend on something for a very long time
and never accomplish a thing. The same with “trying.’
which actually denotes non-doing. It is quite interesting, however, that.intentions are what are judged in
Kingdom of tiiod. Acttons are tne result of the-intentions-good
or ,bad, honest or deceitful.
Ponder it.
Salu.
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